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Our research is motivated by a scenario of a manufacturing company receiving highly
customized orders from different customers. A good production schedule is required to
complete the orders on time with the limited resources and minimize the relevant costs.
Such a scenario is modelled as a job shop problem with non-regular performance mea-
sure (abbreviated as JIT-JSP). The objective of JIT-JSP is to minimize three inventory
related costs: Work in process (WIP) holding , earliness and tardiness cost.
Schedule generation procedures including idle time insertion are studied to generate
feasible schedule for JIT-JSP. A two-step procedure is applied to handle the non-regular
performance measure: the processing sequence is fixed by dispatching rules first, then
the optimal idle time insertion is calculated by solving a linear programming prob-
lem. Iterative schedule generation procedures are proposed to improve the schedule
quality by adjusting the processing sequence and idle time insertion repetitively. Com-
putational results show that the iterative procedures perform significantly better than
schedule generation procedures without idle time insertion and with fixed processing
sequence.
A modified tabu search algorithm (MTS) is developed to improve the schedule
quality by searching the neighborhood for better schedules iteratively. The MTS method
is composed of four components, which help to ensure a more effective searching proce-
dure: neighborhood structure, memory structure, filter structure and idle time insertion.
viii
The MTS has six adjustable parameters, making it more flexible when solving the JIT-
JSP instances with different problem configurations. Computational results show that
the MTS significantly improves the initial schedules generated by the schedule genera-
tion procedures.
A dispatching rule selector based on neural network is developed to solve the per-
formance fluctuation of dispatching rules. The selector chooses the proper dispatching
rule from a collection of rules according to specific JIT-JSP instance information. The
dispatching rule selector has a two-phase structure. Computational results show that the
two-phase neural network is superior to any single dispatching rule when dealing with
a wide range of JIT-JSP instances.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Scheduling Problems
Scheduling is a fundamental behavior in human activity. For example, customers are
waiting to be serviced in a restaurant; patients are waiting to see different doctors in a
hospital; commands and programs are queued to be processed in a computer; airplanes
are scheduled to different tracks for landing or taking off in an airport. All the above
situations describe different scheduling systems that are always encountered in daily
life. Scheduling is everywhere and it is so common that the whole human society is
composed of many small-sized and large-sized scheduling systems. As a member of
the human society, the life of each individual can be regarded as a scheduling system.
Each individual schedules his time and activity to achieve various goals in different
stages of his life time.
Scheduling also exists in almost every aspect of the industrial and business world
including manufacturing system, logistics system and information processing system.
The increasing competitions in these fields make scheduling behavior more and more
2important in cost reduction and service improvement, which also make scheduling a
well-established theory since the 1950s. Numerous research works were focused on
scheduling theory. [62] gives a definition of scheduling as follows:
Scheduling concerns the allocation of limited resources to tasks over
time. It is a decision-making process that has as a goal the optimization of
one or more objectives.
Similar definitions are found in almost every book about scheduling [31, 44, 51].
From the definition we can find five fundamental terms present in all scheduling sys-
tems, as indicated by the definition of scheduling. They are respectively allocation,
task, resource, time, and objective. Scheduling is a procedure to allocate the resources
to the tasks in exact time based on several constraints. To distinguish from sequencing,
it is important to note that a sequence only determines the order of the tasks to be pro-
cessed on the resources, and the time to start processing is not included in a sequence.
A schedule determines the time of the tasks to be processed on the resources, which
thus implicitly includes the sequence. The quality of a schedule is measured by the
objective.
In a scheduling problem, tasks are regarded as jobs, while resources are regarded
as machines [62]. There are various scheduling problems which can be classified into
several groups by different criteria. One criterion is the machine environment, which
defines the machine structure in the system and how the jobs are processed on the ma-
chines. Typical machine environments include single machine problem, job shop prob-
lem, etc. Another criterion is the objective. Typical objectives include minimization of
makespan, minimization of tardiness and minimization of earliness, etc.
The computational complexities of the scheduling problems vary greatly. Some
scheduling problems can be solved easily while others are extremely difficult. For in-
stance, consider a single machine problem with the objective of minimization of the
3sum of completion times of all the jobs in the system and all the jobs that are available
at the beginning. The optimal schedule is to sequence all the jobs from shortest pro-
cessing time to the longest processing time and timing of each job follows a nondelay
policy, that is, no idle time is allowed on the machine [62]. However, such a schedule
may not be optimal in other scheduling problems. For instance, consider a single ma-
chine problem with the objective of minimization of both earliness and tardiness and
all jobs have different ready times and due dates that sequence from shortest processing
time to the longest processing time no longer guarantees to be the optimal sequence and
nondelay policy is no longer the best timing policy. Instead, it is desirable to insert idle
time on the machine to delay the processing of some jobs in order to meet the due dates.
Such a problem is known to be NP-hard [70], which is notorious for the difficulty in
optimization.
1.2 Research Problem
Our research is motivated by the following scenario: Consider a small or medium-sized
manufacturing company ABC. It receives orders from various customers on a daily
basis. The orders received are highly customized as follows:
• The volume of each order is decided by the customers.
• All orders received on that day have to be processed on one or more resources in
the company and delivered to the customers on time.
• The customers have their specific requirements on the resources and processing
flow for their orders.
There are many competing companies existing in the same market and the competition
among companies is intense. If ABC company wants to stay in the business and keep a
4sustainable growth, it has to meet three crucial criteria as follows:
• High product quality.
• Efficient cost control.
• Quick reaction to the market demand.
It is not easy for ABC company to meet the above three criteria. The company faces
several challenges described as follows:
• The demand fluctuates dramatically and shows no regular pattern. Company ABC
make products in a make-to-order manner. When multiple orders are received, the
company has to manage limited resources to get all the tasks done.
• It is crucial to deliver the orders on time. Overdue orders incur expensive backo-
rder cost or even loss of customer. However, early delivery also causes unneces-
sary inventory cost. In order to establish a stable relationship with the customers
and cut unnecessary costs, company ABC must guarantee that most orders are
completed on time.
• In order to stay profitable, it is important for company ABC to provide high qual-
ity products while keeping the overall cost as low as possible. The overall cost is
mainly composed of two parts: material cost and operational cost. When mate-
rial cost is relatively fixed, the company can reduce the operational cost by having
more efficient production plans.
Company ABC adopts the philosophy of just-in-time (JIT) to handle the challenges
mentioned above. One key point of JIT is to process the right order with the right
resource at the right time. It is difficult to meet such key point when the company
5receives many orders from different customers and the resources to process all these
orders are limited. It is important for company ABC to make a proper production plan
to fully utilize the limited resources to complete all the orders before the deadline.
Additionally, the production plan should be flexible enough to adapt to the frequent
demand fluctuation.
In this thesis, the above mentioned scenario is modelled as a job shop problem.
Each order is regarded as a job and each resource is regarded as a machine. Real-world
job shop problems were studied in [21, 52, 72]. In a typical job shop problem, one job
has to be processed on one or more machines. The processing flow of a specific job on
the machines is defined by its customer. The deadline of each resource is regarded as
the due date of that job. The objective of the job shop problem is to make sure that all
orders are finished on time, while the operational costs are kept as low as possible. More
than one cost to be minimized would be considered in the job shop problem. Penalty
cost is incurred when the due date of a job expires. Such an extra cost is called the
tardiness cost, which denotes several penalties if the job fails to be completed before
the due date, such as backorder cost, loss of customers’ goodwill, etc. At the same time,
earliness cost is incurred if a job is completed before the due date, which denotes one
or more of the following costs: holding cost of finished products as inventory, deteri-
oration of perishable products, opportunity cost, etc. Moreover, the inventory during
the processing procedure should also be kept low. Work in process (WIP) holding cost
is incurred when the unfinished products and raw materials needed are idle during the
processing procedure. Therefore, the scenario can be modelled as a job shop problem
which considers three different costs.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The following chapters of this thesis are organized in the following way:
6• In Chapter 2, the mathematical model of JIT-JSP is formulated. The non-regular
property of the objective function of JIT-JSP is analyzed.
• In Chapter 3, various schedule generation procedures are studied to generate fea-
sible schedules for JIT-JSP. Idle time insertion is considered in the schedule gen-
eration procedure to handle the non-regular measure of JIT-JSP.
• In Chapter 4, a modified tabu search algorithm is proposed and developed to
improve the initial schedule generated by the schedule generation procedures.
• In Chapter 5, a dispatching rule selector based on neural network is proposed and
developed to select the proper dispatching rule dynamically from a collection of
rules.
• In Chapter 6, conclusion and future research direction are given.
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Problem Formulation
In this chapter, the problem formulation of the job shop problem based on the scenario
in Chapter 1 is given and the non-regular property of the objective function is analyzed.
2.1 Relationship Between Different Machine Environ-
ments
Scheduling systems in actual practice take many forms. For instance, a small cake
factory has only one cake machine, and orders of different customers are processed
on the same cake machine. Such a scheduling system is a one-machine and one-stage
system. When the business volume of the factory increases, the owner decides to buy
another cake machine. Then the original system becomes a two-parallel machines and
one-stage system. A more complicated scheduling system can be found in the assembly
line of a car manufacturing company. Multiple stages of procedures are needed to
assemble all materials and parts into a complete car. Parallel machines exist in each
stage for simultaneous processing. The above mentioned scheduling systems mainly
8differentiate in machine environment, which defines how the machines are configured in
the systems and how the jobs are processed on the machines. The scheduling problems
can also be classified into many categories based on the machine environments, which
are listed as follows [44, 62]:
Single machine There is only one machine in the system, each job has to be processed
on it.
Parallel machines There are m identical machines in the system. Each job has one
operation and can be processed on any one of the m machines.
Open shop There are m stages in the system. Each stage has one machine. Each job
has to be processed through more than one stages. There is no restriction on the
processing routes for each job.
General open shop Unlike open shop, several identical machines exist in one stage in
general open shop.
Job shop There are m stages in the system. Each stage has one machine. Each job has
to be processed through more than one stages and each job has its specific route.
General job shop Unlike job shop, several identical machines exist in one stage in
general job shop.
Flow shop There are m stages in the system. Each stage has one machine. Each job
has to be processed on the m stages and follows the same route.
Hybrid flow shop Unlike flow shop, several identical machines exist in one stage in
hybrid flow shop.
According to [51], the relationship between different machine environments can be
illustrated by Figure 2.1.
9Figure 2.1: Relationship between different machine environments
2.2 Problem Formulation of Job Shop Problem
In this thesis, the scenario mentioned in Chapter 1 is modelled as a job shop problem
(JSP). According to [64], a job shop environment has several characteristics that are
listed as follows:
• Many customers make orders to the job shops.
• There is a large variety among different orders.
• Demand is hard to predict.
• Inventory control by the job shop is very limited.
• The production policy is mainly make-to-order.
• The scheduling policy changes frequently.
• The production cycle varies frequently but is usually very short.
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As described by the above characteristics, the job shop environment is mostly found in
the manufacturing systems that receive highly customized orders from many different
customers. Job shops are unpredictable systems. The large varieties of customers and
orders make the demand hard to be predicted accurately. Therefore, most demand fore-
casting models do not perform well with the job shop environments. Uncertain demands
make the regular inventory control of job shops difficult or even impossible. Therefore
a make-to-order policy is usually applied in job shops [41]. Lack of stock makes the
scheduling system of the job shops extremely important and challenging. The schedul-
ing system should respond to the external information quickly and accurately to make
sound production schedules to meet the fluctuation of the demand. Therefore, if a man-
ufacturing company has a job shop environment, scheduling will be the most important
factor if that company wants to meet the demand from various customers and keep the
operation cost at a low level.
The JSP studied in this thesis follows the following assumptions:
• The job shop is static and deterministic. All jobs and machines are known at the
beginning. There are n jobs and m machines in the system. The release times of
all jobs and the processing times of all operations are fixed.
• A job enters each machine once and only once. No recirculation is considered.
• One machine can only process one operation at a time.
• One job cannot be started on one machine before the previous job is completed.
No preemption is allowed.
• Unlimited buffers are available between the machines. No blocking is considered.
• The jobs have unequal release times and due dates.
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• The setup time of each operation is independent, and thus can be included into
the processing time of each operation.
[5] introduced the concept of disjunctive graphs to describe the JSP as a directed
graph G = (V ,U ⋃D). Part 1 of Figure 2.2 illustrates the disjunctive graph of a JSP
with three jobs and three machines. V is the set of operations, which are represented
by (i, j) (job i processed on machine j) in Figure 2.2. U is the set of conjunctive
arcs, which are represented by solid arcs in Figure 2.2. Conjunctive arcs represent the
sequence between operations of a job. The directions of conjunctive arcs are fixed,
which means that the sequence between operations of a job is pre-determined. D is the
set of disjunctive arcs, which are represented by dashed arcs in Figure 2.2. Each style
of dashed arcs represents the sequence of operations on one machine. The directions
of disjunctive arcs are not fixed, which means that the sequence of operations on one
machine is not determined. Once all directions of disjunctive arcs are fixed and no cycle
exists in G, we say that a feasible sequence is found. Part 2 of Figure 2.2 illustrates a
feasible sequence of the 3×3 problem (n×m denotes a JSP with n jobs andmmachines
as described in [62]).
A feasible schedule of a JSP can be represented by a Gantt chart [62]. Figure 2.3
illustrates a feasible schedule of the 3× 3 JSP based on the feasible sequence in part 2
of Figure 2.2.
A JSP can be represented by mixed integer programming (MIP) [62]. Based on the
notations in Table 2.1, the MIP representation of JSP can be modeled by (2.1)–(2.5).
Z = minF(S) (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: A 3× 3 JSP and feasible sequence represented by disjunctive graph
Figure 2.3: A Gantt chart representation of a feasible schedule of a 3× 3 JSP
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Table 2.1: Notations of MIP representation of JSP
Notation Description
(i, j) operation of job i processed on machine j
(i,#) the first operation of job i
(i, ∗) the last operation of job i
si,j start time of (i, j)
pi,j processing time of (i, j)
ri release time of job i
Ci finish time of job i
Cmax makespan (max(Ci))
subject to
si,# ≥ ri (2.2)
Ci − si,j ≥ pi,j (2.3)
si,j − si,j′ ≥ pi,j′ ∀{(i, j), (i, j′)} ∈ U (2.4)
si,j − si′,j ≥ pi′,j
or ∀{(i, j), (i′, j)} ∈ D (2.5)
si′,j − si,j ≥ pi,j
(2.1) is a generic objective function, where S denotes a feasible schedule. (2.2) makes
sure that each job starts later than its release time. (2.3) makes sure that each job
completes when all operations of that job are processed. (2.3) are known as conjunctive
constraints [62], which correspond to the conjunctive arcs in Figure 2.2. (2.5) are known
as disjunctive constraints [62], which correspond to the disjunctive arcs in Figure 2.2.
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2.3 Problem Formulation of JIT-JSP
The basic job shop problem described in the previous section has a generic objective
function. In actual applications, the objective function may take different forms accord-
ing to various situations. In this thesis, the objective function of the JSP is generated
to match the aims of the company mentioned in the scenario of Chapter 1. In order
to complete the orders from various customers on time while keeping the manufactur-
ing cost low, the company wants to apply the philosophy of just-in-time (JIT) in their
scheduling system. According to [41, 64], a JIT scheduling system usually focuses on
the following two aspects:
Earliness and tardiness cost In a JIT scheduling system, each job has a due date. A
good schedule in a JIT scheduling system is to complete the job close to its due
date. Neither too early completion nor too late completion is desirable. Late com-
pletion of a job may cause customer dissatisfaction, backorder cost and even loss
of customer. On the other hand, early completion may cause unwanted inventory
cost and product deterioration. Hence the objective of a JIT scheduling system
usually includes minimization of earliness/tardiness cost.
WIP holding cost WIP inventory causes more handling cost and higher chance of de-
fective products, and should be reduced in a JIT scheduling system. Hence the
objective of a JIT scheduling system usually includes minimization of WIP hold-
ing cost.
Motivated by the above mentioned considerations, the objective function of the
specific JSP considered in this thesis (abbreviated as JIT-JSP) is comprised of three
inventory related costs:
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• WIP holding cost Wi,j . It represents the holding cost of (i, j) when it is waiting
to be processed in the queue of the machine. Wi,j is calculated by (2.6):
Wi,j = hi,jWi,j (2.6)
where Wi,j denotes the waiting time of job i in the queue of machine j. hi,j de-
notes the WIP holding cost rate of (i, j), which denotes the relevant cost per unit
time incurred when job i is waiting in the queue of machine j. Wi,j is calculated
by (2.7):
Wi,j =
 si,# − ri for the first operation of job isi,j − ri,j for the remaining operations of job i (2.7)
where ri,j denotes the release time of (i, j), which is the earliest possible time
(i, j) could be processed. ri,j is calculated by (3.26):
ri,j = si,j−1 + pi,j−1 (2.8)
where (i, j − 1) denotes the predecessor of (i, j) on the conjunctive constraints.
• Earliness cost Ei . It represents inventory cost of completed job i waiting to be
shipped at its due date. Ei is calculated by (2.9):
Ei = eiEi (2.9)
where Ei denotes the earliness of job i, and ei is the earliness cost rate of job
i, which denotes the relevant cost per unit time incurred when job i is completed
earlier than the due date di. Ei is calculated by (2.10);
Ei = max(0, di − Ci) (2.10)
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• Tardiness cost Ti . It represents penalties when job i cannot be finished before its
due date. Ti is calculated by (2.11):
Ti = τiTi (2.11)
where Ti denotes the tardiness of job i, and τi is the tardiness cost rate of job
i, which denotes the relevant cost per unit time incurred when job i is completed
later than the due date di. Ti is calculated by (2.12):
Ti = max(0, Ci − di) (2.12)
















It is necessary to consider three costs simultaneously in the objective function of JIT-
JSP in order to meet the JIT criterion. If only the individual cost is considered as the
objective function, the optimal schedule does not meet the JIT criterion. For instance,
when minimization of WIP holding cost is the only objective, one of the optimal sched-
ules is to process only one job on the shop floor. All the other jobs are not allowed to
be processed unless the previous job is finished. Such a schedule makes sure that no
WIP holding cost occurs, but the due date of each job is not considered. Some jobs are
completed earlier than the due date and others are completed later than the due date.
When minimization of earliness cost is the only objective, one of the optimal schedules
is to delay all the jobs sufficiently to make them complete later than the due date. Such
a schedule causes a lot of tardiness cost. When minimization of tardiness cost is the
only objective, one of the optimal schedules is to complete all the jobs as soon as possi-
ble. Such a schedule causes some jobs to complete earlier than the due date, especially
when the due date setting is loose for most of the jobs on the shop floor.
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2.3.1 Property of objective function
An objective function is known as a regular measure if it is non-decreasing with the
job completion times as described in (2.14) [70]. Otherwise, the objective function is
known as a non-regular measure.
F(C1, ..., Cn) < F(C ′1, ..., C ′n) ∀Ci < C ′i (2.14)
[70] proved that the regular measures included makespan Cmax, total completion time∑n
i=1Ci, total weighted completion time
∑n
i=1wiCi, maximum lateness Lmax, total
tardiness
∑n
i=1 Ti and total weighted tardiness
∑n
i=1wiTi. The non-regular measures
include total earliness
∑n





i=1 Ti in (2.13) is a regular measure and the earliness cost
∑n
i=1 Ei is a
non-regular measure.
[70] proved that the total weighted WIP is equivalent to the total weighted comple-
tion time and thus is a regular measure. However, it was assumed that each job has a
constant weight when considering WIP. In this thesis, the WIP holding cost rate hi,j is
operation dependent and not constant. Let (i, j − 1) denote the predecessor of (i, j) on
the conjunctive constraints of job i, (i, j + 1) denote the successor of (i, j) on the con-
junctive constraints of job i, (i−1, j) denote the predecessor of (i, j) on the disjunctive
constraints of machine j, (i+1, j) denote the successor of (i, j) on the disjunctive con-
straints of machine i. We assume that hi,j+1 > hi,j , that is, the WIP holding cost rate
is non-decreasing during the processing procedure. Such an assumption is reasonable
because extra values and resources are added along with the processing procedure, so
that the handling cost and defect cost increase as well. The WIP holding cost of job i,
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∑m
j=1Wi,j can be rewritten in (2.15):
∑m
j=1Wi,j = hi,1(si,1 − ri) +
∑m−1
j=2 hi,j(si,j − si,j−1 − pi,j−1)
+hi,m(Ci − pi,m − si,m−1 − pi,m−1)
= hi,mCi −
∑m−1
j=1 si,j(hi,j+1 − hi,j)
−hi,1ri −
∑m
j=2 hi,jpi,j−1 − hi,mpi,m
' hi,mCi −
∑m−1
j=1 si,j(hi,j+1 − hi,j)
(2.15)













si,j(hi,j+1 − hi,j) (2.16)
In (2.16), the term −∑ni=1∑m−1j=1 si,j(hi,j+1 − hi,j) is non-regular due to the non-





is a non-regular measure as well. Combining the three costs, the objective function of
JIT-JSP is a non-regular measure because of the existence of earliness cost and WIP
holding cost.
2.3.2 Relationship between objective function and schedule classes
The property of the objective function has a significant impact on the schedule genera-
tion procedure. [70] pointed out that it was unnecessary to make a distinction between
sequence and schedule if the objective function was a regular measure. A sequence
completely determines a schedule. Once the sequence of jobs on each machine is deter-
mined, the machines process the jobs at the earliest possible time. Schedules generated
by such a procedure is known as semi-active schedule. Semi-active schedule is a subset
of feasible schedule. [62] gave a definition of semi-active schedule as follows:
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Figure 2.4: An example of semi-active schedule of a 3× 3 JSP
A feasible schedule is called semi-active if no operation can be com-
pleted earlier without altering the processing sequence on any of the ma-
chine.
Figure 2.4 illustrates a semi-active schedule of a 3× 3 JSP (assuming all 3 jobs are
released at time 0). In this example, the processing sequence on machines 1, 2 and 3 is
always job 1≺ job 2 ≺ job 3, where job 1 ≺ job 2 denotes job 1 is processed before job
2. It can be seen that no job can be completed earlier without changing the sequence on
any of the three machines. For a n×m JSP, there are (n!)m semi-active schedules. [70]
proved that the optimal schedule of a JSP with regular measure is semi-active.
There is a smaller class of feasible schedules known as active schedule. [62] gave
a definition of active schedule as follows:
A feasible schedule is called active if no operation can be completed
earlier by altering the processing sequence and not delaying any operation.
Active schedule is a subset of semi-active schedule. An active schedule can be gener-
ated from a semi-active schedule by altering the sequence on certain machines without
delaying any operation. Figure 2.5 illustrates an active schedule generated from the
semi-active schedule in Figure 2.4. The sequence on machine 1 is unchanged, the se-
quence on machine 2 is changed to job 3 ≺ job 1 ≺ job 2, the sequence on machine 3
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Figure 2.5: An example of active schedule of a 3× 3 JSP
is changed to job 2 ≺ job 1 ≺ job 3. No operation is delayed. [27] pointed out that one
of the optimal schedules of a JSP with regular measure must be active.
There is an even smaller class of feasible schedules known as nondelay schedule.
[62] gave a definition of nondelay schedule as follows:
A feasible schedule is called nondelay if no machine is kept idle when
there is an operation available for processing.
Nondelay schedule is a subset of active schedule. A nondelay schedule can be gen-
erated from an active schedule by starting an available operation once there is a free
machine. Figure 2.6 illustrates a nondelay schedule generated from the active schedule
in Figure 2.5. The sequence on machine 3 is unchanged, the sequence on machine 1 is
changed to job 1 ≺ job 3 ≺ job 2, and the sequence on machine 2 is changed to job 3
≺ job 2 ≺ job 1. [70] pointed out that the optimal schedule is nondelay if a JSP has a
regular measure and preemption is allowed during the processing procedure. However,
if preemption is not allowed, the optimal schedule of a JSP with regular measure is not
necessarily nondelay [62].
All schedule classes discussed above are focused on the JSP with regular mea-
sures. For a JSP with non-regular measures, such as JIT-JSP, the situation becomes
more complicated. Semi-active schedule is no longer the boundary of schedules where
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Figure 2.6: An example of nondelay schedule of a 3× 3 JSP
Figure 2.7: An example of an optimal schedule of a 3× 3 JSP which is not semi-active
the optimal schedule resides. Figure 2.7 illustrates an optimal schedule of a 3 × 3 JSP
with objective of earliness/tardiness minimization. It is observed from Figure 2.7 that
artificial machine idle time has been inserted to make sure that all 3 jobs are completed
exactly on the due date. The schedule in Figure 2.7 is not semi-active because all 3 jobs
can be completed earlier without changing the sequence on the machines.
2.3.3 Challenge of non-regular measures
As mentioned in the previous section, there are (n!)m semi-active schedules for a n×m
JSP, which would be a large number of schedules when n andm are large. Searching for
the optimal schedule among the semi-active schedules is thus not easy because of this
large number of schedules. However, searching for the optimal schedule of a JSP with
non-regular measure is even harder. The optimal schedule of a JSP with non-regular
measures does not need to be semi-active, which means that searching for the optimal
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Figure 2.8: Boundary of different schedule classes
schedule of a JSP with non-regular measures would not be limited to the boundary of
semi-active schedules but would be including the whole set of feasible schedules. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows the boundary of different schedule classes. Since the objective function of
JIT-JSP is a non-regular measure, searching for the optimal schedule of JIT-JSP would
cover the whole set of feasible schedules. Hence the large number of feasible schedules
becomes one of the biggest challenges of solving JIT-JSP.
2.3.4 Literature review of scheduling problems with non-regular
measures
Many research works have been focused on resolving scheduling problems with non-
regular measures, such as earliness/tardiness minimization. A review of single/parallel
machine problems with the objective of minimization of earliness/tardiness was given
by [4]. The review assumed that all jobs were available simultaneously. Two due date
settings were considered: one is common due date and the other is job dependent due
date. Different penalty functions for earliness and tardiness in the objective function
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were considered: common penalties; different penalties for earliness and tardiness; job
dependent penalties for earliness and tardiness. The review showed that when common
due date d was assumed, the optimal schedule has two properties: Firstly, no idle time
was inserted in the optimal schedule. Secondly, the optimal schedule is V-shaped (jobs
with Ci ≤ d are sequenced in nonincreasing order of processing time and jobs with
Ci ≥ d are sequenced in nondecreasing order of processing time). However, the re-
view showed that the two properties did not hold when job dependent due dates were
assumed. Instead, inserted idle time is desirable in some situations. [4] also gave a
general searching procedure for the optimal schedule of earliness/tardiness minimiza-
tion scheduling problems with job dependent due dates. The procedure is decomposed
into two steps: fixing a good sequence and scheduling inserted idle time. Similar re-
search works that focused on the single machine problem with objectives of minimizing
earliness/tardiness can be found in [38, 13, 22, 24, 40, 73, 32, 82].
[45] extended the one machine problem described in [4] by considering the waiting
cost. Each job has a distinct release time. Waiting cost is incurred when a released job
waits to be processed. Two methods were considered in [45] to generate a schedule:
one method was to schedule the job as soon as possible without considering idle time
insertion; the other method considered idle time insertion. A target start time of each
job is calculated based on its due date, processing time and release time. If a job is
released and its target start time has not been reached, idle time is inserted to schedule
the job at the target start time; if a job is released and its target start time has passed,
the job is to be scheduled as soon as possible. [45] also proposed an adjacent pairwise
interchange procedure to improve the initial schedule. It is noticed that in [45] the
idle time insertion was carried out during the sequencing procedure, which is different
from the two-step approach described in [4]. [45] tested 48 randomly generated 6-job
problems and proved that the proposed heuristic was able to find the optimal solution
for 41 of the 48 test problems. But [45] did not give a comparison between the methods
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with and without idle time insertion, and the test problems were small in size.
[68, 81] considered a dynamic job shop problem with the objective of minimiz-
ing weighted tardiness/earliness costs and WIP holding cost. It was assumed that the
unit WIP holding cost of each job was constant during the whole processing procedure.
Hence, minimization of WIP holding cost was equivalent to minimization of weighted
flowtime. Twelve dispatching rules were applied to schedule the incoming jobs in three
job shop structures, two utilization levels and three due date settings. The performance
of dispatching rules is measured by the mean, maximum and variance of weighted ear-
liness, weighted tardiness, weighted flowtime and total scheduling cost. Experimental
results showed that the performance of dispatching rules varied in different problem
settings. The detailed schedule generation procedure and idle time insertion was not
mentioned in [68, 81]. The number of machines in the test problems is also small.
[10] studied algorithms based on mathematical programming to solve flow shop
problems with earliness, tardiness and WIP holding costs. The problem solving ap-
proach in [10] is the same as that mentioned in [4]. The schedule generation is divided
into two steps: Firstly, a feasible schedule is generated without considering idle time in-
sertion. Secondly, based on the fixed sequence on each machine in the feasible schedule,
a linear program is solved to determine the optimal start time of each operation, which
implicitly determines the optimal machine idle time. In order to find a good feasible
schedule, [10] proposed an integer programming master problem using Dantzig-Wolfe
reformulation based on the characteristic of flow shop problem. The original master
problem (IM) included all the feasible schedules on each machine and an exponential
number of binary variables corresponding to the feasible schedules. [10] pointed out
that IM was difficult to be solved optimally because of the exponential number of binary
variables and feasible schedules. Hence the authors proposed a linear programming re-
laxation of IM (LM) by replacing all the binary variables with linear variables. It was
still impossible to include all the possible schedules in the problem formulation of LM.
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The authors then proposed a restrictive linear programming master problem (RLM).
RLM only included a subset of all possible schedules. Column generation was used to
solve RLM by adding new schedules of the one machine problem with negative reduced
costs. Pricing problems (LM-PP1, LM-PPi and LM-PPm) were formulated on each ma-
chine to find the schedule on each machine with the smallest reduced cost. The pricing
problems were similar to a single-machine weighted completion time problem with un-
equal ready times. The objective functions of the pricing problems on the 1st machine
(LM-PP1), the 2nd through (m-1)th machines (LM-PPi) and the mth machine (LM-
PPm) were different. In each iteration of the column generation, at most one schedule
for each pricing problem was allowed to be added as a column to RLM. The column
generation stopped when the objective of RLM did not improve in n consecutive itera-
tions or the objective of RLM was near the lower bound. Once the column generation
ended, the optimal solution of RLM was used to generate the job processing sequence
on each machine. Then a linear problem was solved to determine the schedule of the
flow shop problem. Computational experiments were conducted on flow shop problems
with different number of jobs and machines. The number of machines ranged from 2
to 4. The number of jobs were 10, 20 or 30. Three due date settings (tight, moderate
and loose) were considered. Computational results showed that for small test problems
(m = 2, n = 10), the feasible schedule generated by the proposed algorithms was not as
good as the MIP solver (AMPL/CPLEX). But the proposed algorithm performed better
than the MIP solver when m ≥ 3. One limitation of the algorithm in [10] is that the
problem complexity increased significantly when the number of machines increased.
Therefore, the maximum number of machines tested in [10] was 4. Another limitation
is that the mathematical programming approach is designed for the flow shop problem
and it is hard to be adapted to solve other problems such as the job shop problem. As
mentioned by the authors, a basic assumption of the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation is
that precedence constraints of all the jobs must be the same; otherwise the structure of
the subproblems would be destroyed. The job shop problem violates such assumption
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by allowing distinct precedence constraint for each job.
In this thesis, the target problem JIT-JSP is a job shop problem with non-regular
measures. Relevant research works on such a topic are relatively rare. In the following




Schedule Generation Procedure for
JIT-JSP
In this chapter, different schedule generation procedures are studied to generate feasible
schedules for JIT-JSP. New iterative procedures are proposed to improve the schedule
quality by considering idle time insertion and sequence adjustment.
3.1 Schedule generation procedure for semi-active, ac-
tive and nondelay schedules
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are different classes of feasible schedules such as
semi-active, active and nondelay schedules. For each class of schedules, the corre-
sponding schedule generation procedure is also different.
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3.1.1 Schedule generation procedure for semi-active schedules
[70] described a schedule generation procedure for semi-active schedules listed as fol-
lows:
Step 1 Select a target machine j∗, put all the operations processed on machine j∗ into
the queue of machine j∗.
Step 2 Determine the processing sequence of all the operations in the queue of machine
j∗.
Step 3 Goto step 4 if the processing sequences on all the machines are determined.
Otherwise, goto step 1.
Step 4 Schedule all the operations as early as possible without violating the job prece-
dence constraints and machine processing sequences.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the flow chart of the schedule generation procedure for semi-
active schedules. Step 1 indicates that all operations on the target machine are eligible
to be scheduled at the beginning. Step 2 indicates that for a n ×m JSP, the number of
all possible sequences on one machine is n!. The sequence on each machine is inde-
pendent, and thus the number of all possible sequences on all machines is (n!)m. Step
4 indicates that there is no difference between the sequence and schedule for a semi-
active schedule. Once the processing sequences on all the machines are determined, the
corresponding schedule is fixed too. Hence there are (n!)m semi-active schedules for a
n×m JSP. The difference between different semi-active schedules lies in the different
sequence permutations on the machines.
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart of schedule generation procedure for semi-active schedules
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3.1.2 Schedule generation procedure for active schedules
[27] described a schedule generation procedure for active schedules for JSP with equal
job release time. In this thesis, such a procedure is applied to JSP with unequal job
release time after a slight modification. Let R denote the set of operations whose pre-
decessors have already been scheduled.
Step 1 Initialize R by including the first operations of all jobs. Calculate the possible
earliest start time ui,j of each operation in R by (3.1).
ui,j = ri (3.1)
Step 2 Calculate the earliest finish time tc(R) by (3.2)
tc(R) = min
(i,j)∈R
{ui,j + pi,j} (3.2)
Select the target machine j∗ on which tc(R) was achieved.
Step 3 Construct the queue of machine j∗ (Qj∗) by including (i, j) matching the fol-
lowing three conditions:
• (i, j) ∈ R.
• (i, j) is processed on machine j∗.
• ui,j ≤ tc(R).
Step 4 Select one operation (i, j)∗ from Qj∗ and schedule it as early as possible. The
completion time of (i, j)∗ (c(i,j)∗) is calculated by (3.3).
c(i,j)∗ = u(i,j)∗ + p(i,j)∗ (3.3)
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Step 5 Delete (i, j)∗ from R. Put the successor of (i, j)∗ ((i, j +1)∗) into R if it exists.
u(i,j+1)∗ is calculated by (3.4).
u(i,j+1)∗ = c(i,j)∗ (3.4)
Step 6 Update ui,j of all operations in Qj∗ by (3.5).
ui,j = max(ui,j, c(i,j)∗) ∀(i, j) ∈ Qj∗ (3.5)
Step 7 Goto step 2 if R is not empty. Otherwise, goto step 8.
Step 8 Termination.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the flow chart of schedule generation procedure for active
schedules. Compared to the procedure for semi-active schedules, there are mainly two
differences listed as follows:
• Target machine selection. In the procedure for semi-active schedules, the pro-
cessing sequence on each machine is independent. Hence the selection of target
machine is not relevant to the final schedule. In the procedure for active schedule,
the machine with the earliest finish time tc(R) is selected as the target machine.
• Eligible operations to be processed. In the procedure for semi-active schedules,
all operations on the target machine are eligible to be processed from the begin-
ning. In the procedure for active schedules, the operations whose predecessors
have been processed and possible earliest start times are within tc(R) are eligible
to be processed on the target machine.
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart of schedule generation procedure for active schedules
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3.1.3 Schedule generation procedure for nondelay schedules
[70] proposed a schedule generation procedure for nondelay schedules based on the
procedure for active schedules proposed by [27]. In this thesis, a slight modification is
made to the procedure in order to apply it to the JSP with unequal job release time. The
procedure is listed as follows:
Step 1 Initialize R by including the first operations of all jobs. Calculate the possible
earliest start time ui,j of each operation in R by (3.6).
ui,j = ri (3.6)




Select the target machine j∗ on which ta(R) was achieved.
Step 3 Construct the queue of machine j∗ (Qj∗) by including (i, j) matching the fol-
lowing three conditions:
• (i, j) ∈ R.
• (i, j) is processed on machine j∗.
• ui,j ≤ ta(R).
Step 4 Select one operation (i, j)∗ from Qj∗ and schedule it as early as possible. The
completion time of (i, j)∗ (c(i,j)∗) is calculated by (3.8).
c(i,j)∗ = u(i,j)∗ + p(i,j)∗ (3.8)
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Step 5 Delete (i, j)∗ from R. Put the successor of (i, j)∗ ((i, j +1)∗) into R if it exists.
u(i,j+1)∗ is calculated by (3.9).
u(i,j+1)∗ = c(i,j)∗ (3.9)
Step 6 Update ui,j for all operations in Qj∗ by (3.10).
ui,j = max(ui,j, c(i,j)∗) ∀(i, j) ∈ Qj∗ (3.10)
Step 7 Goto step 2 if R is not empty. Otherwise, goto step 8.
Step 8 Termination.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the flow chart of the schedule generation procedure for nonde-
lay schedules. The difference between the procedure for nondelay schedules and active
schedules is the replacement of tc(R) with ta(R). Such a replacement affects the se-
lection of target machine and eligible operations to be processed on the target machine.
Steps 2 indicates that the earliest available machine is selected as the target machine.
Step 3 indicates that only the operations with immediate availability are eligible to be
processed on the target machine. Steps 2 and 3 guarantee that all the machines begin
to process the next available operation upon the completion of the previous one without
any delay.
3.1.4 Common characteristic of three schedule generation proce-
dures
One common characteristic found in all the three schedule generation procedures men-
tioned above is that once the processing sequence is determined on one machine, all
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart of schedule generation procedure for nondelay schedules
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the operations are processed as early as possible. Idle time insertion is not allowed. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, idle time insertion is not necessary for scheduling problems
with regular measure. However, for scheduling problems with non-regular measure
such as JIT-JSP, it is desirable to insert idle time in some situations. Hence the schedule
generation procedures for semi-active, active and nondelay schedules may not perform
well when handling JIT-JSP in some situations. Schedule generation procedures which
allow idle time insertion are more suitable for JIT-JSP.
3.2 Dispatching rules
One similar step in all the three schedule generation procedures mentioned above is
to select the next operation from the queue of the target machine (step 2 of the pro-
cedure for semi-active schedules and step 4 for the procedure for active and nondelay
schedules). A common approach for operation selection is to apply dispatching rules.
Dispatching rules are quick methods to select an operation from a queue according to
some user-defined priority rules. When two or more operations are eligible to be pro-
cessed on a machine, dispatching rules involve calculating the priority value of each
operation. The operation with the highest priority value is allowed to be processed first.
Various dispatching rules differ in the way of calculating the priority values.
3.2.1 Literature review of dispatching rules
Extensive reviews of dispatching rules can be found in [8, 33, 47, 61, 83]. Popular
dispatching rules, such as first come first serve, shortest processing time first, earliest
due date first were proposed in these reviews. The conclusions drawn in these reviews
can be used as guidelines when selecting a dispatching rule. For example, shortest
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processing time is proven to be effective when the due-date setting is very tight [8].
Cost over time and apparent tardiness cost are shown to be superior over other rules
when the objective is minimizing tardiness [83].
In more recent research works, new dispatching rules were proposed to solve the
job shop problem with more complicated objectives. There are usually two approaches
to generate new dispatching rules. One approach is to use new information in the shop
floor when determining the job to be scheduled. The other approach is to combine
several basic dispatching rules into a new one. Relevant works can be found in [11, 17,
35, 36, 37, 39, 43, 67, 57, 81, 90]. One limitation of all the above mentioned research
works is that they consider objective functions with regular measures. There are few
research works focusing on objective functions with non-regular measures.
[60] considered a single machine problem with minimization of earliness/tardiness.
Two dispatching rules (LINET and EXPET) were proposed by including earliness cost
into the calculation of the priority value. Let pi, ei and τi denote the processing time,
earliness cost rate and tardiness cost rate of job i respectively, while p¯ denotes the
average processing time, k denotes a lookahead parameter, and Si denotes the slack of
job i. Si is calculated by (3.11):
Si = di − t− pi (3.11)
where t denotes the time when a decision is made. Here, Si indicates whether job i is
able to be completed on time. If Si is large, job i is likely to be early. Otherwise, job i
















EXPET replaces the linear function in LINET with two non-linear functions for better




























It is observed from (3.12) and (3.13) that priority value of job i decreases when Si
increases. The decrement rate is determined by ei and τi. When job i has a lot of slack
(Si ≥ kp¯), the two dispatching rules become weighted longest processing time first;
when job i has no slack (Si ≤ 0), the two dispatching rules become weighted shortest
processing time first.
[45] applied EXPET to one machine problem with objective to minimize earli-
ness/tardiness cost and waiting cost. Each job has a distinct release time. EXPET was
modified to include the release time (ri) and waiting cost rate (hi). Priority value of job























di − t− pi − ri > (τi+hi)kp¯ei+τi+hi
(3.14)
[71] applied EXPET to JSP with objective to minimize earliness/tardiness cost.













3.2.2 A modified EXPET for JIT-JSP
The objective function of JIT-JSP is similar to that proposed in [45, 60, 71]. EXPET
and its modified versions were found to perform well in scheduling problems with non-
regular measures. Hence a modified version of EXPET is proposed in this thesis to
solve JIT-JSP. Slack Si in JIT-JSP is redefined by (3.16). Unequal job release times are
considered in (3.16). If a job is not released when the decision is made, Si is the due
date minus the release time and total processing time of that job. Otherwise, Si is the
due date minus the current time and remaining processing time of that job.
Si =
 di − ri −
∑m
j=1 pi,j t ≤ ri
di − t−
∑m
j=j′ pi,j t ≥ ri
(3.16)












where pi,j, ri,j, hi,j, ei, τi, p¯ are the processing time, release time, WIP holding cost rate,
earliness cost rate, tardiness cost rate, average processing time of operations in the
queue of the target machine respectively. (3.17) is the combination of (3.14), which
deals with the single machine problem with the objective function of minimizing earli-
ness, tardiness and waiting costs, and (3.15), which deals with the JSP with the objective
function of minimizing earliness and tardiness costs.
In the schedule generation procedure for JIT-JSP, this modified version of EXPET
will be used to calculate the priority values of operations in the queue of the target
machine and select the operation with the highest priority value to be processed.
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3.3 Schedule generation procedure for JIT-JSP
In this thesis, the objective function of JIT-JSP is non-regular. Direct application of
schedule generation procedures for semi-active, active and nondelay schedules may
not be suitable to JIT-JSP since all the three procedures are designed for scheduling
problems with regular measures and do not allow artificial idle time insertion. The
examples in Chapter 2 show that idle time insertion helps the jobs complete close to
their due dates. In this thesis, the schedule generation procedure for JIT-JSP includes
idle time insertion.
3.3.1 Literature review of schedule generation procedure including
idle time insertion
[4] proposed a two-step schedule generation procedure for scheduling problems with
non-regular measure as follows:
Sequence generation Processing sequences on the machines are determined without
consideration of idle time insertion. All three procedures for semi-active, active
and nondelay schedules can be applied in this step. Various dispatching rules can
be considered to generate different sequences. Different mathematical program-
ming techniques including branch and bound, dynamic programming can also be
applied to generate the processing sequence.
Idle time insertion When the processing sequences on the machines are fixed, idle
time is inserted to generate a feasible schedule. Idle time insertion can be im-
plemented by solving a linear programming problem or applying some specific
algorithms.
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A number of research works applied the two-step procedure to solve scheduling
problems with non-regular measures. [76] studied a single machine problem with re-
striction on job release times and due dates. Given the restriction, the optimal sequence
is easy to be achieved by ordering the jobs based on nondecreasing due dates. Once the
sequence is fixed, a two-step procedure was proposed to calculate the idle time to be
inserted. The complexity of idle time insertion is O(n2). [46] improved the complexity
of idle time insertion to O(n log(n)). Similar studies were found in [15, 26, 48, 78].
Other than proposing a specific algorithm for idle time insertion, another approach
is to formulate the target problem with fixed sequence directly as a linear program-
ming problem. [25] proposed a linear programming formulation to calculate the opti-
mal idle time to be inserted when a sequence is given for a single machine problem.
When multiple-machine environments such as JSP are considered, linear programming
is more commonly used to calculate the idle time insertion. [10] studied a flow shop
problem with earliness, tardiness and intermediate inventory holding costs. Mathemati-
cal programming is applied to find a good processing sequence on each machine. Then
the optimal schedule is found by solving the corresponding linear program. [20, 21]
studied a dynamic JSP with the objective of minimizing earliness/tardiness costs. Dis-
patching rules were applied to generate sequences on the machines. Linear program-
ming was then applied to calculate the optimal idle time to be inserted in the machines.
All the above mentioned schedule generation procedures separate the sequencing
and idle time insertion procedure. Although linear programming or certain algorithms
guarantee the optimal idle time insertion based on a given sequence, the schedule itself
may not necessarily be optimal because the sequencing procedure totally ignores the
idle time insertion. [42] pointed out that such a two-step procedure was not suitable
in some cases. An example was given to illustrate that the schedule generated by the
two-step procedure could be significantly suboptimal compared to the optimal schedule.
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In order to reduce the negative effect of the two-step schedule generation procedure
mentioned in [42], a modified version of the two-step procedure is proposed and devel-
oped in this thesis. Compared to the two-step procedure applied in previous research
works, the modified version considers idle time insertion in the sequencing procedure.
An iterative procedure is proposed to adjust the processing sequence based on informa-
tion from idle time insertion.
3.3.2 Iterative schedule generation procedure for JIT-JSP
In this thesis, the schedule generation procedure for JIT-JSP is an iterative procedure
that includes two sub-procedures: sequencing procedure and idle time insertion pro-
cedure. In the sequencing procedure, one of the schedule generation procedures for
semi-active, active or nondelay schedule can be applied to determine the processing
sequence on each machine. In the idle time insertion procedure, a linear programming
problem is formulated to calculate the optimal idle time to be inserted. This formulation

















si,# ≥ ri (3.19)
Ci − si,j ≥ pi,j (3.20)
si,j − si,j′ ≥ pi,j′ ∀{(i, j), (i, j′)} ∈ U (3.21)
si,j − si′,j ≥ pi′,j ∀{(i, j), (i′, j)} ∈ D (3.22)
Ci + Ti − Ei = di (3.23)
Ei, Ti ≥ 0 (3.24)
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(3.18) is the objective function. (3.18) equals to (2.13) in the formulation of JIT-
JSP. (3.19) ensures that all jobs are allowed to be processed after they are released.
(3.19) equals (2.2) in the formulation of JIT-JSP. (3.21) represents the conjunctive con-
straints, which equals (2.3). (3.22) represents the disjunctive constraints. Compared to
(2.5) in the formulation of JIT-JSP, there is no binary variable in (3.22), which indicates
that the processing sequence on each machine is fixed. (3.23) and (3.24) represent the
relationship between earliness, tardiness, completion time and due date, which replace
the non-linear terms of (2.10) and (2.12) in the formulation of JIT-JSP.
The optimal start time of each operation will be achieved by solving the linear




i,j − si,j (3.25)
where s∗i,j denotes the optimal operation start time for the given sequence, and si,j
denotes the operation start time without idle time insertion.
In order to find a better processing sequence, the optimal idle time insertion are
used to adjust the original processing sequence. Two approaches are proposed in this
thesis for the processing sequence adjustment: pairwise exchange (PE) and sequence
regeneration (SR).
Pairwise exchange
When pairwise exchange is applied, operations with Ii,j > 0 have a chance to be moved
backwards in the processing sequence. The procedure of pairwise exchange is listed as
follows:
Step 1 Select a target machine j and put all operations with Ii,j > 0 into Vj .
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Step 2 Order the operations in Vj by decreasing order of Ii,j .
Step 3 Select the first operation (i, j) from Vj . If Ii,j > Ii+1,j , exchange the processing
sequence of (i, j) and its successor (i+ 1, j).
Step 4 Remove (i, j) from Vj .
Step 5 If Vj is empty, goto step 6. Otherwise, goto step 3.
Step 6 If pairwise exchange is performed on all machines, goto step 7. Otherwise, goto
step 1.
Step 7 Termination.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the iterative procedure based on pairwise exchange. Initial
processing sequences are generated by one of the schedule generation procedures for
semi-active, active or nondelay schedule. EXPET is applied to calculate the priority
values of eligible operations to be processed. Optimal idle time insertion is solved
by linear programming problems. Pairwise exchange is performed to generate new
processing sequence. The iterative procedure terminates when the objective value of
the current schedule is worse than the previous one.
Sequence regeneration
Another approach of processing sequence adjustment is sequence regeneration. Fig-
ure 3.5 illustrates the iterative procedure based on sequence regeneration. The result of
idle time insertion is fed back to the sequencing procedure. The sequencing procedure
then regenerates a new processing sequence.
Recall that in the schedule generation procedure for semi-active, active and non-
delay schedules, all eligible operations are put into the queue of target machine and
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Figure 3.4: Iterative schedule generation procedure based on pairwise exchange
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Figure 3.5: Iterative schedule generation procedure based on sequence regeneration
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EXPET is applied to select an operation from the queue. Eligible operations are deter-
mined by a few criteria (step 1 of procedure for semi-active schedules, step 3 of pro-
cedure for active/nondelay schedules). When the processing sequence is generated in
the iterative procedure, idle time Ii,j is considered to determine the eligible operations.
Operations with Ii,j > 0 have lower priority to be processed on the target machine. As-
sume that V is the set of operations with Ii,j > 0. The sequence regeneration procedure
for semi-active schedules is listed as follows:
Step 1 Select a target machine j∗, put the operations on machine j∗ and not in V into
the queue of machine j∗.
Step 2 Determine the processing sequence of all the operations in the queue of machine
j∗ by EXPET.
Step 3 Put the remaining operations on machine j∗ into the queue of machine j∗.
Step 4 Determine the processing sequence of all the operations in the queue of machine
j∗ by EXPET.
Steps 5-6 Same as steps 3-4 of schedule generation procedure for semi-active sched-
ules.
The sequence regeneration procedure for active/nondelay schedules is listed as fol-
lows:
Steps 1-3 Same as steps 1-3 of schedule generation procedure for active/nondelay sched-
ules.
Step 4 Remove (i, j) from both Qj∗ and V if (i, j) ∈ Qj∗ ∩ V .
Steps 5-9 Same as steps 4-8 of schedule generation procedure for active/nondelay sched-
ules.
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Combination of iterative schedule generation procedures
When combining three sequence generation procedures (semi-active/active/nondelay)
and two sequence adjustment procedures (pairwise exchange/sequence regeneration),
we have six iterative schedule generation procedures for JIT-JSP. They are listed in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Six iterative schedule generation procedures for JIT-JSP




3.4 Computational Results and Analysis
3.4.1 Generation of JIT-JSP instances
In most research works, instances are generated to simulate JSP of different sizes and
types. There are usually two methods to generate instances. One method is to reuse
the benchmark instances from the previous research works, and the other method is to
generate new instances following several policies.
Some popular benchmark instances exist for the JSP. For example, [56] gave 3
benchmark instances, which cover 3 different sizes (6× 6, 10× 10, and 20× 20). The
processing time of each operation ranges from 1 to 100 time units.
[1] gave 5 benchmark instances, which cover 2 different sizes: 10×10 and 15×20.
There are two instances for 10 × 10 and three instances for 15 × 20. For the 10 × 10
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instances, the processing time of each operation ranges from 1 to 100 time units. For
the 15 × 20 instances, the processing time of each operation ranges from 1 to 50 time
units.
[14] gave 8 benchmark instances, which cover 8 different sizes (11 × 5, 13 × 4,
12× 5, 14× 4, 10× 6, 8× 9, 7× 7 and 8× 9). The processing time of each operation
ranges from 1 to 1000 time units.
[3] gave 10 benchmark instances, which cover 8 different sizes (11 × 5, 13 × 4
12× 5, 14× 4, 10× 6, 8× 9, 7× 7 and 8× 9). The processing time of each operation
ranges from 1 to 1000 time units.
[47] gave 40 benchmark instances, which cover 8 different sizes (10 × 5, 15 × 5,
20×5, 10×10, 15×10, 20×10, 30×10 and 15×15). For each size, 5 different instances
are generated. Each instance has different processing sequences and processing time.
The processing time of each operation ranges from 1 to 100 time units.
More benchmark instances can be found in the OR-Library [6]. All the above
described benchmark instances are widely used in various research works. However,
one problem of such benchmark instances is that only processing time and processing
sequence are provided. Some necessary parameters such as the due date and cost rates
are not available.
The second method is to generate new instances according to the specific JSP. For a
cost-based JSP, the necessary parameters of the shop floor configuration include: num-
ber of jobs in the system, number of machines in the system, processing time of each
operation, weight parameters such as tardiness cost rate, due date setting, etc.
Various research works generate JSP instances according to their own objectives.
For example, in [57], the proposed objective function is to minimize the weighted flow-
time and tardiness. The number of jobs in the system ranges from 2 to 7, while the
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number of machines in the system ranges from 1 to 4. The processing time for each
operation varies uniformly from 1 to 20. The weight of each job varies uniformly from
1 to 10. Two due date settings are considered: tight due date setting and loose due date
setting.
In [45], the proposed objective function is to minimize weighted earliness, tardi-
ness, and waiting time of each job before starting. 48 instances of 6-job problems are
randomly generated. The processing time for each operation is generated from normal
distribution. The due date of each job is generated from uniform distribution. Waiting
time/earliness/tardiness cost rates are generated by three methods: First, all cost rates
are the same. Second, all cost rates are randomly generated. Third, waiting time cost
rate takes the least value and tardiness cost rate takes the largest value.
In [10], the proposed objective function is to minimize earliness, tardiness, and in-
termediate inventory holding costs. Unequal job release time is considered. The number
of jobs takes three values: 10, 20, 30, while the number of machines in the system takes
three values: 2, 3, 4. The processing time for each operation varies uniformly from 1 to
10. The job release time varies uniformly from 0 to P1/2; where P1 denotes the sum of
processing time on the first machine. The WIP holding cost rate of the first operation
varies uniformly from 1 to 50. The WIP holding cost rate of the following operation is
calculated based on the previous cost. The earliness cost rate is calculated based on the
last operation, and the tardiness cost rate is calculated based on unit earliness cost. The
due date settings are calculated based on a term named as due date slack factor, which
follows a uniform distribution.
In this thesis, randomly generated instances are applied to test different algorithms.
Instances of various shop floor configurations are generated following a few rules. The
elements of the shop floor configuration are listed as follows:
• The number of jobs n. Instances with different number of jobs are generated. The
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maximum number of jobs considered in this thesis is 50.
• The number of machines m. Instances with different number of machines are
generated. The maximum number of machines considered in this thesis is 50.
• The processing sequence of each job. The processing sequence of each job is
randomly generated while making sure that each job is processed on all machines
once and only once.
• The release time of each job ri. ri is generated randomly by discrete uniform
distribution U(0, 20) as described in (3.26).
ri ∼ U(0, 20) (3.26)
• The processing time of each operation pi,j . pi,j is generated randomly by discrete
uniform distribution U(1, 20) as described in (3.27). The processing time of each
operation is independent.
pi,j ∼ U(1, 20) (3.27)
• The due date of each job di. In this thesis, the due date of each job is generated
by the method described in [18]. The due date of job i is calculated by job release
time plus the sum of processing time of all operations of imultiplied by a due date
factor f , as illustrated in (3.28). f takes different values to reflect the tightness
of the deadline of the jobs. Smaller f indicates a more tight due date of the jobs.
In [63], f takes three values: 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6. In this thesis, f takes three values:
1.3 for tight due date setting, 1.6 for moderate due date setting and 2.0 for loose
due date setting.




• The WIP holding cost rate hi,j . hi,j is generated incrementally, that is, more
penalties are incurred for the operations in the late stages than the operations in
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the early stage during the processing procedure. Such an assertion makes sense
because job processing is a value-adding procedure. More resource cost, labor
cost and opportunity cost should be considered when holding a job in the later
stage. Additionally, the jobs are classified into three categories to illustrate the
diversity of different jobs in the shop floor: 20% very important, 60% average
important and 20% less important. The more important the job is, the higher
the cost rate is. hi,j is generated by (3.29). α1 denotes the increment factor to
generate hi,j . It follows a continuous uniform distribution as described in (3.30).
Here, β denotes the importance factor, which follows the discrete distribution
described in (3.31).
hi,j =
 α1β j = 1h(i,j−1) + α1β j > 1 (3.29)
where
α1 ∼ U(1, 10) (3.30)
P (β) =

0.2, β = 0.5 (less important)
0.6, β = 1.0 (average important)
0.2, β = 2.0 (very important)
(3.31)
• The earliness cost rate ei. ei is assumed to be larger than any hi,j of the same
job. Such an assertion is justified by the fact that the completed products usu-
ally incur more inventory cost and are subject to deterioration. ei is calculated
by (3.32). Here, α2 denotes the multiplier factor, which follows a continuous
uniform distribution described in (3.33).
ei = α2hi,∗ (3.32)
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where
α2 ∼ U(1, 2) (3.33)
• The tardiness cost rate τi. τi is assumed to be the largest among all the unit costs in
the same job because delay of completion is unacceptable in today’s business, as
it harms the goodwill of current customers and drives away potential customers.
τi is calculated by (3.34).
τi = α2ei (3.34)
3.4.2 Computational results
Randomly generated JIT-JSP instances with different problem sizes and due date set-
tings are used to test the performance of different schedule generation procedures. Nine
problem sizes are considered: 10 × 10, 15 × 15, 20 × 20, 25 × 25, 30 × 30, 35 × 35,
40× 40, 45× 45 and 50× 50. Three due date settings are considered: 1.3, 1.6 and 2.0.
There are altogether 27 problem configurations. Ten random instances are generated
for each problem configuration.
Performance of schedule generation procedures without idle time in-
sertion
Table 3.2–Table 3.4 illustrate the performance of schedule generation procedures with-
out idle time insertion under different problem configurations. Semi denotes the sched-
ule generation procedure for semi-active schedules. Active denotes the schedule gen-
eration procedure for active schedules. Nondelay denotes the schedule generation pro-
cedure for nondelay schedules. µ denotes the average total cost, and σ denotes the
standard deviation of the total cost, and ω denotes the worst possible total cost.
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Table 3.2: Performance of schedule generation procedures without idle time insertion
when f = 1.3
Problem Semi Active Nondelay
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 308105 92161 66740 14870 58112 12168
ω 471997 87148 74340
15× 15 1831506 495160 204196 18576 201941 22442
ω 2536049 239842 239859
20× 20 5927672 927672 464285 49176 456109 77301
ω 7374061 537619 557063
25× 25 14427781 2912408 986351 175542 910416 148211
ω 18200639 1283777 1167400
30× 30 33480470 2038236 1636840 199429 1596034 150346
ω 36573165 1984417 1804343
35× 35 64839606 4839606 2738231 308954 2567684 282587
ω 73183228 3335983 3019814
40× 40 90374972 20520065 3515466 421882 3520740 426245
ω 124283987 4251401 4126580
45× 45 165596148 13282216 5311036 941628 5040709 792421
ω 188383623 6807098 6439830
50× 50 247786366 45966931 7399160 924477 7156688 599807
ω 298433266 9233084 8024022
Several observations and analysis from Table 3.2–Table 3.4 are listed as follows:
• Semi performs poorly compared to Active and Nondelay in all problem configura-
tions. One possible reason is that when Semi is applied, the processing sequence
on each machine is determined independently. Conjunctive constraints are not
considered during the sequencing procedure of Semi. Any operation on a certain
machine is eligible to be processed first on that machine regardless of whether its
predecessors on the conjunctive constraints are processed. This policy may cause
significant delay in the completion time. The sequence quality generated by Semi
is thus not guaranteed. Such a problem is avoided in Active and Nondelay by
considering conjunctive constraints while selecting eligible operations.
• The performance of Nondelay is slightly better than Active in tight due date set-
ting (f = 1.3) and slightly worse than Active in moderate and loose due date
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Table 3.3: Performance of schedule generation procedures without idle time insertion
when f = 1.6
Problem Semi Active Nondelay
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 359549 76347 83334 15888 89011 16994
ω 454744 109111 115908
15× 15 1775514 507880 339638 57111 349431 69166
ω 2451954 421926 433305
20× 20 5629107 831285 937555 143413 961822 151789
ω 6964951 1145080 1153820
25× 25 13646940 3386928 1579156 331481 1709337 242975
ω 18046325 2218013 2133463
30× 30 33072860 2185844 3040570 430811 3135149 438564
ω 35940945 3872652 3996469
35× 35 62527032 5151216 5029397 958489 5239931 762683
ω 71376603 6832958 6532459
40× 40 105078284 13169961 7163737 987082 7511253 586573
ω 128809063 8606763 8491064
45× 45 150645937 25557236 8937037 1004179 9736374 1140170
ω 185030724 10271379 11646731
50× 50 243887148 31276024 13640671 1809741 14622939 1293217
ω 279056032 16999561 16499437
settings (f = 1.6 and f = 2.0). One possible reason is the different criteria
to select the eligible operations. When Nondelay is applied, only ready-to-be-
processed operations are selected. An eligible operation is processed once the
target machine is available. The nondelay policy aims to complete jobs as early
as possible and therefore may be helpful when the due date setting is tight. On the
other hand, when Active is applied, more operations are eligible to be processed.
The target machine may be kept idle to process the selected operation. Such an
implicit idle time insertion may make Active perform better than Nondelay when
the due date setting is loose.
• When Nondelay and Active are applied, the schedule quality deteriorates signif-
icantly when the due date setting becomes loose. One possible reason is that no
idle time insertion is considered in Nondelay and Active. Once the processing
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Table 3.4: Performance of schedule generation procedures without idle time insertion
when f = 2.0
Problem Semi Active Nondelay
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 380653 107058 186680 30187 208105 32161
ω 531195 243095 246215
15× 15 1743257 641054 809400 167968 891029 170904
ω 2542374 1139133 1202847
20× 20 5706944 710062 2117491 407120 2358312 451819
ω 6710062 2620532 2875318
25× 25 14276617 3108922 5220113 661755 5788226 770567
ω 17984720 6173648 6748900
30× 30 33154334 3154334 9030541 1369040 10102152 1622141
ω 36777979 11183701 11884770
35× 35 65903847 5752059 19227950 2479147 21912157 2008136
ω 72218271 24099860 24519010
40× 40 94899365 12686223 29928808 4023807 32986947 4230533
ω 122046543 34914024 42707718
45× 45 165056953 26347035 46256308 6239851 51420891 5449654
ω 194778487 59235735 61086145
50× 50 227166763 57516440 73870577 5879259 77577078 7375972
ω 292160911 83991864 85662888
sequences are determined, both Nondelay and Active process the operations as
early as possible, and no idle time is deliberately inserted in the schedule. Such a
policy may cause early job completion in loose due date setting.
The results in Table 3.2–Table 3.4 show that Semi performs significantly worse than Ac-
tive and Nondelay. Furthermore, Active and Nondelay do not perform well in moderate
and loose due date settings (f = 1.6 and f = 2.0). The computational results indicate
that the schedule generation procedure without idle time insertion may not be suitable
for JIT-JSP, especially in loose date setting.
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Performance of iterative schedule generation procedures
Table 3.5–Table 3.7 illustrate the performance of iterative schedule generation proce-
dures under different problem configurations. The six iterative procedures are tested.
They are Semi-PE, Semi-SR, Active-PE, Active-SR, Nondelay-PE and Nondelay-SR re-
spectively.
Several observations and analysis from Table 3.5–Table 3.7 are listed as follows:
• Performances of Semi-PE and Semi-SR are poor in all problem configurations
compared to the other four iterative procedures. Schedule improvement over Semi
is marginal for both Semi-PE and Semi-SR. One possible reason is the low quality
sequence generated by Semi. Starting from a low quality sequence, both idle time
insertion and iterative procedure do not perform well. It is important to have a
good initial sequence for the iterative schedule generation procedures.
• Performance of Active-PE, Active-SR, Nondelay-PE and Nondelay-SR are better
than Active and Nondelay. When the due date setting is moderate (f = 1.6)
and loose (f = 2.0), significant improvement is achieved for all four iterative
procedures. One possible reason is the inclusion of idle time insertion in the
schedule generation procedure. Active/Nondelay does not perform well in mod-
erate or loose due date setting because many jobs complete earlier than the due
dates. Idle time insertion effectively reduces the possibility of early completion
by optimal recalculation of starting time of each operation for a given processing
sequence. When the due date setting is tight (f = 1.3), improvement is not as
significant as the moderate/loose due date settings. One possible reason is that
early completion is relatively rare in tight due date setting. Hence the effect of
idle time insertion is limited in tight due date setting.
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• The original schedule generated by Nondelay is better than Active in tight due
date setting but worse than Active in moderate and loose due date setting. How-
ever, after consideration of idle time insertion, Nondelay-PE/SR perform better
than Active-PE/SR in all problem configurations. One possible reason is that the
original processing sequence generated by Nondelay is better than Active when
idle time insertion is considered. The implicit idle time insertion in Active is not
necessary since the optimal idle time is obtained by linear programming.
• Between the two sequence adjustment approaches PE and SR, PE performs bet-
ter when the problem size is small (10× 10), while SR performs better when the
problem size becomes larger. One possible reason is that PE tends to adjust the
original sequence more significantly than SR. Operations with positive Ii,j have
greater chances to be processed earlier in PE because of ignorance of conjunc-
tive constraints. When the problem size is small, a higher chance of pairwise
exchange is helpful because of the small number of operations with positive Ii,j .
However, when the problem size is large, there are large numbers of operations
with positive Ii,j . Higher chances of pairwise exchange may cause quality fluctu-
ation of the newly generated schedules.
The results in Table 3.5–Table 3.7 show that iterative procedures based on Semi perform
poorly compared to iterative procedures based on Active/Nondelay, which indicates the
importance of the initial sequence. In moderate and loose due date settings, significant
improvement is achieved for all four iterative procedures based on Active/Nondelay.
Among them, Nondelay-SR performs the best in most of the problem configurations.
Comparison of different schedule generation procedures
Table 3.8–Table 3.10 illustrate the comparison of different schedule generation proce-
dures under different problem configurations. Three schedule generation procedures
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are compared, which are schedule generation procedures without idle time insertion
(Nondelay), two-step schedule generation procedure with fixed processing sequence
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.8: Comparison of different schedule generation procedures when f = 1.3
Problem Nondelay Nondelay-LP Nondelay-SR
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 58112 12168 56513 11414 49742 10314
ω 74340 73316 63817
15× 15 201941 22442 188867 21443 173083 19163
ω 239859 225183 204580
20× 20 456109 77301 440211 70802 392733 61782
ω 557063 523247 473592
25× 25 910416 148211 908252 132508 771901 116006
ω 1167400 1016257 957713
30× 30 1596034 150346 1545949 136438 1358874 119038
ω 1804343 1743865 1513243
35× 35 2567684 282587 2505631 270556 2187274 228723
ω 3019814 2940721 2540250
40× 40 3520740 426245 3429532 386975 2875307 327819
ω 4126580 3954802 3342196
45× 45 5040709 792421 4890004 648016 4307399 613117
ω 6439830 6030845 5360469
50× 50 7156688 599807 6883289 568686 6096567 561168
ω 8024022 7791677 7081829
Several observations and analysis from Table 3.8–Table 3.10 are listed as follows:
• Both Nondelay-LP and Nondelay-SR show significant improvement in moderate
and loose due date settings compared to Nondelay, which further indicates the
importance of idle time insertion in handling JIT-JSP instances.
• The performance of Nondelay-SR is better than Nondelay-LP in all problem con-
figurations. One possible reason is that Nondelay-SR is an iterative procedure
which adjusts the processing sequences based on information of the idle time in-
sertion procedure. Compared to Nondelay-LP in which the processing sequences
are fixed, Nondelay-SR is more likely to find a better schedule by iteratively im-
proving the processing sequences.
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Table 3.9: Comparison of different schedule generation procedures when f = 1.6
Problem Nondelay Nondelay-LP Nondelay-SR
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 89011 16994 56618 10567 49542 9146
ω 115908 81762 71615
15× 15 349431 69166 195486 38998 180554 34099
ω 433305 262791 231639
20× 20 961822 151789 438997 78826 391107 67911
ω 1153820 528349 481520
25× 25 1709337 242975 891919 104229 768712 87820
ω 2133463 1047686 886013
30× 30 3135149 438564 1501214 233817 1341427 189742
ω 3996469 1974995 1690764
35× 35 5239931 762683 2422495 323541 2026980 279922
ω 6532459 2934294 2664086
40× 40 7511253 586573 3493556 420154 3034201 367661
ω 8491064 4291104 3576096
45× 45 9736374 1140170 4693353 645540 4118806 418141
ω 11646731 5786020 4824078
50× 50 14622939 1293217 6940839 727193 6149397 536647
ω 16499437 8293485 6992923
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, different schedule generation procedures are tested to generate feasi-
ble schedule for JIT-JSP. Three procedures without idle time insertion Semi, Active and
Nondelay are tested and computational results show that the performance of schedule
generation procedures without idle time insertion is poor when the due date setting be-
came loose. Idle time insertion is included in the schedule generation procedure in the
following way: Given a fixed sequence, the optimal idle time is calculated by solving
a linear programming problem. The schedule generation procedure with idle time in-
sertion has a two-step structure: one is sequence generation, and the other is idle time
insertion. Other than generating a schedule based on a fixed sequence, two sequence
adjustment approaches are proposed in this thesis, which are pairwise exchange and se-
quence regeneration. Both approaches apply information of idle time insertion to adjust
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Table 3.10: Comparison of different schedule generation procedures when f = 2.0
Problem Nondelay Nondelay-LP Nondelay-SR
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 208105 32161 57495 9024 50367 8099
ω 246215 74707 65437
15× 15 891029 170904 193310 50190 177564 38703
ω 1202847 323554 259394
20× 20 2358312 451819 436087 78827 389904 76074
ω 2875318 535279 497051
25× 25 5788226 770567 879648 157965 767512 92762
ω 6748900 1151122 908654
30× 30 10102152 1622141 1570018 266608 1383658 238216
ω 11884770 1863218 1687134
35× 35 21912157 2008136 2424011 287926 2124658 206270
ω 24519010 2854780 2406625
40× 40 32986947 4230533 3402003 539175 2951655 448643
ω 42707718 4246512 3753476
45× 45 51420891 5449654 4836936 776320 4247405 668651
ω 61086145 5905176 5268095
50× 50 77577078 7375972 6806109 736066 6224636 601295
ω 85662888 8116856 7243993
the original processing sequences. Six iterative schedule generation procedures are pro-
posed and computational results show that when starting from a reasonable schedule,
the iterative procedures significantly improve the schedule quality especially in loose




Application of Modified Tabu Search
Algorithm to JIT-JSP
In this chapter, a modified tabu search algorithm is developed to improve the quality
of initial schedules generated by schedule generation procedures. The modified tabu
search algorithm iteratively explores the neighborhood of current schedule in search of
better schedules. New neighborhood structure, memory structure and filter structure
are developed for JIT-JSP. Idle time insertion is included in the modified tabu search
algorithm to handle the non-regular measure of JIT-JSP.
4.1 Literature Review of Tabu Search Algorithm
Local search is a common technique to solve combinatorial optimization. Starting from
an initial solution, local search explores a better solution by following some searching
policies. Local search generally includes the following three steps [62].
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Searching space definition Searching space defines all the candidate solutions to be
considered. The size of the searching space is crucial. If the space is too small, it
may not include the optimal solution. On the other hand, if the space is too large,
it will be difficult to find the optimal solution.
Searching procedure Searching procedure defines how to move to a better solution
from the current solution. The new solutions may be a random selection from the
searching space, or it may be a mutation of the current solution, or it may be any
other solution selected by the user-defined policy.
Termination criterion The termination criterion defines when the searching procedure
ends. It may be a fixed number of iterations, or it may be the best known solution
which meets a pre-defined value.
There are various local search algorithms according to different definitions of search-
ing space and searching procedures. Some common local search algorithms include
simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, and tabu search. In this thesis, a modified tabu
search algorithm is developed to resolve JIT-JSP.
Tabu search was first proposed by [28, 29]. One distinctive characteristic of tabu
search is the existence of memory. Tabu search memorizes the solution that the search-
ing procedure visited recently and sets it as “taboo”. The “taboo” solutions are for-
bidden to be revisited again within a certain time limit. Such an approach effectively
avoids visiting the same solution repetitively and thus prevents the searching procedure
from being trapped in a local optimum. The general procedure of tabu search is listed
as follows:
Step 1: Initialize Choose an initial solution S0 and set the best known solution S∗ =
S0. Initialize tabu list T .
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Step 2: Search Construct N (Sk), the neighborhood of kth solution Sk. Search N (Sk)
and get the best solution Sk+1 = minS, S ∈ N (Sk)\T .
Step 3: Update Replace Sk by Sk+1 as new starting point of the searching procedure,
update T by adding Sk+1 as a taboo, and update the best known solution S∗.
Step 4: Terminate Check the termination criteria. Searching procedure stops when
the optimal solution is found or after a fixed number of iterations. Otherwise,
goto step 2.
One key point of tabu search is the definition of neighborhood structure and mem-
ory structure. The searching procedure moves from one solution to another in order to
find a schedule with better quality. The neighborhood structure defines the search space
where the searching procedure finds new solutions. The memory structure is composed
of short-term memory and long-term memory. The most important type of short-term
memory is tabu list, which contains the solutions visited before. In most cases, the
tabu list does not store the complete information of a solution, which is inefficient in
terms of storage and time. Instead, several attributes of a tabu solution are stored in
the tabu list. The solutions in the neighborhood structure that meet the attributes are
forbidden to be visited. However, the mapping of the attributes and the solutions is not
1 to n. Excellent solutions are probably filtered by the short-term memory. To avoid
such situations, a policy called aspiration criteria is proposed. The solutions that meet
the aspiration criteria will override the tabu list. Another mechanism called long-term
memory is introduced to diversify the searching procedure. When the searching proce-
dure cannot find a better solution for a long time, the long-term memory will revert it to
an early phase and force it to search a different area of the search space.
Tabu search has been widely applied in solving combinatorial optimization problem
such as travelling salesman problem [23, 30], vehicle routing problem [84, 87]. [79]
first applied tabu search to solve job shop problem. The objective is to minimize the
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makespan. The neighborhood structure was constructed by exchanging two successive
operations processed on the same machine and on the critical path of the disjunctive
graph. Such a neighborhood structure ensures that the newly generated schedules are
always feasible. The tabu list is constructed according to the neighborhood structure:
If operation (i, j) is exchanged with its successor on the same machine m, then the
successor is put in the tabu list and forbidden to be exchanged with its successor for a
period of time. The time period is determined by the length of tabu list. The length of
tabu list depends on the specific shop floor configuration. In [79], the length of tabu
list was set to be (n + m)/2 when there were as many jobs as machines in the shop
floor (a difficult situation). On the other hand, the length of tabu list was set to be n/2
when there were many more jobs than machines in the shop floor (an easy situation).
Aspiration criteria was constructed by allowing the new solution to override the tabu list
if the objective of the new solution is better than the current best solution. The long-term
memory in [79] remembered the frequency of each operation being selected as a move.
The more frequent an operation was selected, the less likely that operation would be
selected in the future searching procedure. Extensive experiments in [79] showed that
tabu search obtained better solutions with less computation time in job shop problems
of various sizes and showed substantial advantage over other local search algorithms
such as simulated annealing and genetic algorithm.
In [58], a fast tabu search algorithm was proposed to solve the job shop problem
with the objective of minimizing the makespan. The neighbor was defined as blocks of
operations on a critical path. A block was defined by a series of operations processed
on the same machine in a single critical arc. Only the first two operations or the last
two operations were allowed to be exchanged. Such a neighbor definition significantly
decreased the size of the neighborhood, which led to much less computation time. As
for the tabu list, once the exchange of two operations was performed, the reverse move
was put into the tabu list. The searching procedure was terminated when one of the
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following conditions are met: Firstly, a solution close enough to the lower bound was
found. Secondly, the iteration of the searching procedure reached a predefined max-
imum number. Thirdly, the searching procedure reached a time limit. Experiments
showed that the proposed tabu search was able to handle job shop problems with large
size and performed better than other local search algorithms.
The objective of the job shop problem in the above two research works is min-
imization of the makespan. Similar research works can be found in [9, 53, 65, 55].
Recalculation of the makespan is the most time consuming part in the searching proce-
dure. In [79], a lower bound was used to evaluate the new solution, which significantly
reduced the computation time. [59] proposed a new method to recalculate the makespan
when the new solution was selected from a special neighborhood structure.
Many research works considered the application of tabu search on job shop prob-
lems with other objectives. [2] applied tabu search to minimize the total tardiness. The
neighborhood structure was constructed in the same way as in [79], while the tabu list
was constructed in a similar manner as in [58]. The length of the tabu list followed a
uniform distribution U(a, b). The aspiration criteria were the same as that in [79]. The
method to recalculate the total tardiness was adapted from the method in [79]. Lower
bounds were calculated to reduce the computation time. Two long-term memory related
terms were introduced: one was intensification and the other was diversification. The
intensification was proposed to force the searching procedure to explore the potentially
promising area. The intensification resets the tabu list every 50 iterations or every time
when a better schedule than the current best schedule is found, whichever comes first.
The diversification on the other hand encouraged the searching procedure to explore the
unvisited areas. The diversification penalized the move which appeared frequently by
adding extra cost on such a move to lower its priority. The tabu search proposed in [2]
performed better in both small-sized problems and large-sized problems compared to
other local search algorithms. Similar applications of tabu search can be found in [75].
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[16] used tabu search to minimize total weighted tardiness in a job shop. The
neighborhood structure was constructed based on the structure proposed in [58]. Only
the operations at the ends of blocks were allowed to be selected as moves. [16] modified
the idea by considering the tardiness of the operations. A new factor F was introduced
to indicate the tardiness of each operation. Operations were allowed to be swapped only
when the F value exceeded a certain threshold value. Settings for short-term memory
and long-term memory were similar to [58]. The proposed algorithm was tested with
JSP instances of 10 jobs and 10 machines. Computational results showed that the pro-
posed algorithm was effective in terms of both schedule quality and computation time.
[88, 89] pointed out that tabu search is more effective in dealing with job shop
problems compared to other local search algorithms. Computational results in [58,
79] showed that tabu search provided the best solution for most benchmark problems.
Experimental results in [65] showed that tabu search performed better than simulated
annealing and genetic algorithm when solving job shop problems with the objective of
minimizing makespan.
All tabu search algorithms mentioned in the above research works focus on the job
shop problems with regular measures. However, such algorithms may not be effective in
handling job shop problems with non-regular measures because of the ignorance of the
characteristic of non-regular measures. Hence direct application of normal tabu search
may not be desirable. Research works on the application of tabu search on job shop
problem with non-regular measure are relatively rare. In this thesis, a modified tabu
search algorithm (MTS) with new neighborhood structure, memory structure and filter
structure is developed to improve the initial schedule of JIT-JSP. Idle time insertion is
included in the searching procedure of tabu search to deal with the non-regular measures
in JIT-JSP.
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4.2 Modified Tabu Search Algorithm
As mentioned in the general procedure of tabu search, the kernel of tabu search in-
cludes the construction of neighborhood and memory structure. In this thesis, MTS is
proposed to improve the initial schedule of JIT-JSP. New neighborhood structure and
memory structure are proposed to consider more cost information in the searching pro-
cedure. Additionally, a filter structure is proposed to reduce the computing effort by
removing potential schedules which are infeasible or unlikely to be good ones; idle
time insertion is also considered in MTS to handle non-regular measures in JIT-JSP.
Hence there are four key structures in MTS: neighborhood structure, memory struc-
ture, filter structure and idle time insertion. Details of each structure are described in
the following subsections.
4.2.1 Neighborhood structure
Neighborhood structure defines the behaviour of how the searching procedure explores
new schedules around the current schedule. In this thesis, a new schedule is gen-
erated by moving an operation before its predecessor or behind its successor on the
same machine (also known as disjunctive constraints). Figure 4.1 illustrates an exam-
ple of a forward move which concerns the direction change of three disjunctive arcs.
Here (i, j)m−/(i, j)m+ denotes the predecessor/successor of (i, j) on the disjunctive
constraints respectively. Two types of move are defined to generate new schedules:
forward move and backward move. The complete size of the neighborhood based on
forward/backward move definition is (n − 1)m. To decide the direction of movement,
a priority value Mi,j is calculated by (4.1):








Figure 4.1: Forward move of (i, j)
Here, hi,jWi,j is influenced directly by rearrangement of (i, j). Ji,j is the set of
all jobs whose critical paths pass through (i, j). The critical path of a job is defined
as the longest path from the starting job to the ending job on the disjunctive graph.
Modification of any operation on the critical path affects the completion time of that job.
Hence if (i, j) is rearranged, the completion time of all jobs in Ji,j will be affected, and
so does the tardiness costs τi′Ti′ and earliness costs ei′Ei′ . The value of Mi,j determines
the direction of the movement of (i, j) as follows:
Perform forward move: SWAP
({(i, j)m−, (i, j)}) if Mi,j > 0
Perform backward move: SWAP
({(i, j), (i, j)m+}) if Mi,j < 0
If Mi,j > 0, (i, j) should be moved forward to reduce the WIP holding cost and tardi-
ness cost. On the other hand, backward move should be performed to reduce the earli-
ness cost. Two neighbor lists are constructed to store forward/backward moves, which
are known as forward/backward list respectively. The length of forward/backward list
(ln) determines the number of moves to be checked for the current schedule. At most
2ln moves are checked in each iteration. ln is adjustable according to the problem con-
figuration of the target JIT-JSP instances.
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4.2.2 Memory structure
Memory structure specifies which information will be memorized along with the search-
ing procedure and how these information can be used to guide the searching procedure.
Two types of memory structure are constructed in MTS: tabu list and excellent schedule
list (ESL). Tabu list is used to prevent the searching procedure from being trapped in
the local optimum. ESL is used to change the searching direction when the searching
procedure cannot find a good schedule for a long time.
Tabu list
Tabu list is a type of short-term memory which prevents the searching procedure from
revisiting the same schedule. Previous moves are stored in the tabu list and are forbid-
den to be performed in the following searching procedure for a predefined period. In
this thesis, the tabu list is constructed according to the neighborhood structure. Two
types of tabu lists are considered: forward tabu list and backward tabu list. If the new
schedule is generated by a forward move, such a move is stored in the backward tabu
list to prevent it from being moved backward. Similarly, a backward moved is stored in
the forward tabu list. Both lists are constructed using circular lists. The newest move
will replace the oldest move when the tabu list is full. Hence the duration of a forbid-
den move is determined by the length of tabu list. The length of the tabu list (lt) is also
adjustable according to the problem configurations of different JIT-JSP instances.
Excellent schedule list
ESL is a type of long-term memory, which keeps tracks of excellent schedules visited
before. ESL is applied to prevent the searching procedure from going too far in the
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wrong searching direction. Once the searching procedure cannot find a better solution
for an adjustable period (le), it will be reverted to one of the schedules in the ESL and
that schedule will be explored from a different direction.
4.2.3 Filter structure
Filter structure checks schedule feasibility and reduces the searching scope by exclud-
ing potential schedules which are unlikely to be good ones. Two types of filter structure
are proposed: feasibility check and lower bound check. Feasibility check eliminates
moves that could lead to infeasible schedules. Lower bound check eliminates moves
that are unlikely to lead to good schedules. Both checks reduce the computing com-
plexity significantly at the expense of filtering some schedules.
Feasibility check
It was pointed out in [5] that swapping two non-critical operations may cause a cycle
in the schedule. Figure 4.2 illustrates such a situation in a forward move. Feasibility
check is introduced to avoid such cycles. For two adjacent operations (i, j)m− and (i, j)
on machine j, only when
q((i,j)m−)n+ < q(i,j)n− (4.2)
is satisfied would the forward move of (i, j) be allowed. Here (i, j)n−/(i, j)n+ denotes
the predecessor/successor of (i, j) on the conjunctive constraints respectively, while
q(i,j) denotes the tail of (i, j), which is the length of the critical path from (i, j) to the
sink in the disjunctive graph. Similarly for (i, j) and (i, j)m+, when
q(i,j)n+ < q((i,j)m+)n− (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Possible formation of a cycle during forward move of (i, j) (q((i,j)m−)n+ >
q(i,j)n−)
is satisfied, backward move of (i, j) is allowed. (4.2) and (4.3) ensure that all forward
and backward moves lead to feasible schedules.
Lower bound check
The cost of a schedule is acquired by calculating the start time and completion time of
each operation in the job shop problem. The time complexity of such a calculation is
O(N2), where N denotes the number of operations. Since the movement of one op-
eration causes a recalculation of the new schedule, checking the cost of neighbors in
the neighbor lists becomes the most time consuming part in MTS method. To reduce
the computation time, lower bounds of neighbors are calculated before schedule recal-
culation. In this thesis, the lower bound of a schedule is calculated by summing up
the WIP holding costs of operations, tardiness costs and earliness costs of jobs, if the
operations and jobs are on the critical paths of any of the two operations involved in the
forward move or backward move. The time complexity of calculating the lower bound
is O(N), which is a significant reduction compared to schedule recalculation. Take the
forward move as an example, (4.4) represents the difference of lower bounds between
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∆Wi′,j′ = ∆si,j (4.5)
∆Ti′ = max(0, Ci′ +∆si,j − di′) (4.6)
∆Ei′ = max(0, di′ − Ci′ −∆si,j) (4.7)
∆si,j = sˆi,j − si,j (4.8)
sˆi,j = max
(





(sˆi,j + pi,j), (s((i,j)m−)n− + p((i,j)m−)n−)
)
(4.10)
Here, sˆi,j and sˆ(i,j)m− denote new start times of (i, j) and (i, j)m− after swapping re-
spectively, while Li,j denotes the set of operations linked to (i, j) with critical paths. If
∆L < 0, the neighbor passes the lower bound check. The lower bound check for the
backward move is also performed similarly.
4.2.4 Idle time insertion
Computational results in the previous chapter show that idle time insertion plays an
important part in improving the schedule quality of JIT-JSP, especially in loose due
date setting. Hence idle time insertion is also incorporated into the searching procedure
of MTS. Two types of idle time insertion procedure are considered in MTS: idle time
recalculation and backward move of idle operations.
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Idle time recalculation
As mentioned in the previous chapter, optimal idle time insertion can be calculated
by solving a linear programming problem once the processing sequence is fixed. In
MTS, the same approach is applied to calculate the cost of new schedules generated by
forward/backward move.
Backward move of idle operations
Once the optimal idle time is recalculated for the current schedule, an operation with a
positive idle time has a chance to be moved backwards in the next iteration. An idle list
is constructed to store operations with Ii,j > 0 and Ii,j > I(i,j)m+ in decreasing order of
Ii,j . The number of idle operations considered is determined by the length of the idle
list. In this thesis, the length of the idle list is the same as that of backward list in the
neighborhood structure.
4.2.5 Procedure of MTS
Combining the four key structures mentioned above, the procedure of MTS is described
as follows:
Step 1: Generate initial schedule An initial schedule is generated by a schedule gen-
eration procedure. In this thesis, Nondeley-SR is used to generate the initial sched-
ule for MTS.
Step 2: Construct neighbor list Forward/backward moves of each operation in the
current schedule are checked by the following procedures before they are eligible
to be queued in forward/backward list: Firstly, moves in the tabu lists are ignored.
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Secondly, moves that fail the feasibility check are ignored. Thirdly, moves that
fail the lower bound check are ignored. Priorities of the remaining moves are cal-
culated and queued in the neighbor lists in decreasing order of priorities. The time
complexity for tabu list check, feasibility check, lower bound check and priority
calculation for one operation is O(1), O(1), O(N), O(N) respectively. Hence
the total time complexity of step 2 is O(N2).
Step 3: Update the current schedule Moves in the neighbor lists and idle list are per-
formed to generate new schedules. Costs and idle time insertion of all newly
generated schedules are calculated by solving the corresponding linear program-
ming problems. The schedule with the lowest cost is selected as the next current
schedule. The time complexity of step 3 is O(lnN2).
Step 4: Update memory Tabu lists and ESL are updated. Operations that moved for-
ward are stored in the backward tabu list. Operations that moved backward are
stored in the forward tabu list. If the current schedule is better than the worst
schedule in ESL, it is also queued in the ESL. On the other hand, if the tolerance
step is met, the searching procedure will be reset to the most recent excellent
schedule in ESL.
Step 5: Construct idle list Operations with Ii,j > 0 and Ii,j > I(i,j)m+ are checked by
tabu list check and feasibility check before being stored in the idle list.
Step 6: Termination The searching procedure goes to step 2 and continues searching
the neighborhood until the number of searching steps reaches an upper bound
(K).
The most time consuming parts of MTS are step 2 and step 3. The time complexity of
the whole MTS procedure is O(KN2).
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4.3 Computational Results
The set of JIT-JSP instances used to test the performance of MTS is the same as those
used to test the performance of different schedule generation procedures in Chapter 2.
9 problem sizes are considered which range from 10 × 10 to 50 × 50. Three due date
settings are considered, which are 1.3 , 1.6 and 2.0. For each problem configuration
there are 10 random instances.
4.3.1 Comparison between MTS and mathematical programming
Table 4.1 illustrates the comparison between MTS and mathematical programming on
small-sized JIT-JSP instances. The mathematical programming package used in our
comparison is the MIP solver from the ILOG CPLEX 10 Callable Library. The prob-
lem size ranges from 3 × 3 to 10 × 10. Tight due date setting (f = 1.3) is considered;
and the maximum computation time limit for each instance is 7200 seconds. It is ob-
served that the MIP solver is able to find the optimal schedule using less computing
time than MTS when the problem size is 7× 7 or smaller. However, when the problem
size is 8× 8 or larger, the MIP solver fails to find an optimal schedule within the max-
imum computation time limit. In such cases, MTS outperforms the MIP solver both
in schedule quality and computing time. Such an observation indicates that a mathe-
matical programming model can only be used to solve small-sized JIT-JSP instances.
When the problem size becomes larger, MTS performs much better than mathematical
programming.
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Table 4.1: Comparison between MTS and the MIP solver
Problem size MTS (20000 steps) Time (seconds) MIP solver Time (seconds)
3× 3 63 0.716 63* 0.031
4× 4 893 1.290 893* 0.094
5× 5 2293 3.393 2293* 0.172
6× 6 4600 4.481 4600* 1.563
7× 7 8344 9.404 7645* 4.609
8× 8 10090 12.081 11223 7200
9× 9 13170 17.361 14826 7200
10× 10 19072 22.021 29865 7200
The symbol ∗ indicates that the optimal schedule has been obtained.
4.3.2 Performance of MTS under different searching step settings
Table 4.2–Table 4.4 illustrate the performance of MTS under different searching step
settings. The initial schedule is generated by Nondelay-SR. Three searching steps (K)
are tested, where 200 is for small search steps, 2000 is for median search steps and
20000 is for large search steps. For each problem configuration, ten random instances
are tested. The mean value (µ), standard deviation (σ) and worst case (ω) are consid-
ered. It is observed that the schedule costs decrease significantly when MTS is applied.
Also, large searching steps guarantee better results than small searching steps for these
results. Such an observation indicates that the iterative searching procedure of MTS
effectively improves the schedule quality of JIT-JSP instances with different sizes and
due date settings.
4.3.3 Performance of MTS under different tabu list settings
Table 4.5–Table 4.7 illustrate the performance of MTS when the length of tabu list (lt)
takes on different values. The searching step setting used is 20000. The length of
neighbor list is the same as the length of tabu list. Three lt settings are considered in
this thesis. The first setting is fixed to 8, which was applied in [58, 59]. The second
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Table 4.2: Performance of MTS under different searching steps when f = 1.3
Problem Initial MTS
size schedule K = 200 K = 2000 K = 20000
µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 49742 10314 37538 6488 22222 4649 18147 3172
ω 63817 45584 29898 23516
15× 15 173083 19163 128966 16030 75482 8213 58630 6677
ω 204580 152514 88702 70500
20× 20 392733 61782 286041 54023 174677 26370 136284 23259
ω 473592 374726 213797 169698
25× 25 771901 116006 560385 82967 366662 51546 267068 48834
ω 957713 687524 452419 372019
30× 30 1358874 119038 999610 81020 605377 77538 466969 45412
ω 1513243 1168579 744236 513456
35× 35 2187274 228723 1708207 209582 1018373 126291 770828 106558
ω 2540250 2075166 1201694 975752
40× 40 2875307 327819 1668860 323226 1359021 128850 1001214 137412
ω 3342196 2425836 1560640 1210823
45× 45 4307399 613117 3181344 437376 1981093 276798 1445298 230958
ω 5360469 4203644 2561805 1973547
50× 50 6096567 561168 4560793 542213 2723634 347897 2084545 170320
ω 7081829 5553615 3315357 2338579
setting is (n + m)/2, which was applied in [79]. The third setting is 3(n + m)/4,
which is newly proposed in this thesis. Thus, lt in the first setting is a fixed value,
while lt in the second and third settings varied according to the problem size. From
Table 4.5–Table 4.7, it is observed that MTS performs better when lt varies according
to the problem size than when lt is set to a fixed value. One possible reason is that
when the problem size increases, the size of the neighbor list and tabu list would also
increase correspondingly to search for more neighboring schedules. It is also observed
that the best lt setting is 3(n+m)/4. The results in Table 4.5–Table 4.7 indicate that the
length of tabu list significantly affects the performance of MTS, and it is better to adjust
lt according to the problem size. The results also indicate that the newly proposed lt
provides better MTS performance than those proposed in other research works.
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Table 4.3: Performance of MTS under different searching steps when f = 1.6
Problem Initial MTS
size schedule K = 200 K = 2000 K = 20000
µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 49542 9146 36369 5741 22615 4283 17979 3781
ω 71615 48249 30539 26977
15× 15 180554 34099 127018 26676 79134 16144 58149 14600
ω 231639 167790 105395 82888
20× 20 391107 67911 283083 52102 178280 30745 133446 26111
ω 481520 347453 221780 167212
25× 25 768712 87820 572784 64618 357342 38633 268539 32875
ω 886013 669751 421276 320650
30× 30 1341427 189742 995833 179834 597555 103153 449811 83577
ω 1690764 1343049 829361 621188
35× 35 2026980 279922 1584977 178462 943692 108531 755069 114252
ω 2664086 1972700 1149633 943677
40× 40 3034201 367661 2171142 225356 1376944 146587 1046515 107407
ω 3576096 2613614 1695615 1251399
45× 45 4118806 418141 3041381 432335 1848474 379267 1389076 147085
ω 4824078 3474040 2672350 1662837
50× 50 6149397 536647 4621823 425505 2908338 417163 2153100 184793
ω 6992923 5048655 3637933 2455777
4.3.4 Performance of MTS under different neighbor list settings
Table 4.8–Table 4.10 illustrate the performance of MTS when different neighbor list
settings are applied. In this thesis, the length of neighbor list (ln) changes according to
the length of tabu list. Three neighbor list settings are considered in this thesis, where ln
is set to be 1.0lt, 1.5lt and 2.0lt respectively. The searching step setting used is 20000;
and lt is set to be 3(n+m)/4. It is observed from Table 4.8–Table 4.10 that there is no
distinct difference between different ln settings, which indicates that the neighbor list
may not need to be too long to guarantee the MTS performance. One possible reason is
that moves in the neighbor lists are ordered in decreasing order of priority values Mi,j .
A long neighbor list includes extra moves with low priority values, which are unlikely
to generate better schedules.
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Table 4.4: Performance of MTS under different searching steps when f = 2.0
Problem Initial MTS
size schedule K = 200 K = 2000 K = 20000
µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 50367 8099 38020 6801 22713 3843 18254 3887
ω 65437 47628 29500 24746
15× 15 177564 38703 126569 25023 77642 19216 55816 13262
ω 259394 187382 127196 85949
20× 20 389904 76074 291813 66011 174394 31430 133445 30562
ω 497051 410678 223929 182597
25× 25 767512 92762 565367 108324 350993 66297 262813 51309
ω 908654 714444 455913 318567
30× 30 1383658 238216 1014509 199947 632819 139230 464126 101336
ω 1687134 1399644 866982 622599
35× 35 2124658 206270 1627808 124596 964951 126680 722546 73417
ω 2406625 1800932 1175691 856288
40× 40 2951655 448643 2215517 278616 1328045 204400 988621 173652
ω 3753476 2634763 1610486 1240981
45× 45 4247405 668651 3116297 564336 1968476 338494 1457534 256503
ω 5268095 4059623 2405844 1949865
50× 50 6224636 601295 4564031 587106 2743334 324919 2071443 295707
ω 7243993 5535878 3316668 2609556
4.3.5 Performance of MTS under different ESL settings
Table 4.11–Table 4.13 illustrate the performance of MTS under different ESL settings.
The searching step setting used is 20000, while lt is set to be 3(n + m)/4, and ln is
set to be 1.0lt. Three different ESL settings are considered in this thesis. In the first
setting, the searching procedure reverts to the schedule in the ESL and searches from
a different direction if no better schedule was found in with every 200 steps. In the
second setting, the searching procedure reverts with every 2000 non-improving steps.
In the third setting, the searching procedure does not revert to the schedule in the ESL.
It is observed from Table 4.11–Table 4.13 that MTS performs best when the searching
procedure does not revert to the schedule in the ESL. It is also observed that MTS
performs better when le = 2000 than when le = 200. Both observations indicate that
frequent reversion deteriorates the searching efficiency of MTS.
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Table 4.5: Performance of MTS under different tabu list settings when f = 1.3
Problem Length of tabu list lt
size 8 (n+m)/2 3(n+m)/4
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 36547 6500 24333 4128 18147 3172
ω 36963 38405 23516
15× 15 112486 11447 96227 9760 58630 6677
ω 116458 101364 70500
20× 20 240551 41804 222464 38260 136284 23259
ω 339898 282605 169698
25× 25 520694 85028 412608 62475 267068 48834
ω 530567 497901 372019
30× 30 949436 77475 730122 78699 466969 45412
ω 1122307 859737 513456
35× 35 1509657 212243 1198174 156732 770828 106558
ω 1869054 1339641 975752
40× 40 1890909 248164 1425917 226526 1001214 137412
ω 2118665 1790770 1210823
45× 45 2738474 409826 2389392 381846 1445298 230958
ω 3429965 2927062 1973547
50× 50 4174099 345559 2825036 231996 2084545 170320
ω 4767294 3681120 2338579
4.3.6 Comparison between MTS and general tabu search
Table 4.14–Table 4.16 illustrate the performance comparison between MTS and gen-
eral tabu search in different problem configurations. The searching step setting used is
20000, and lt is set to be 3(n+m)/4, while ln is set to be 1.0lt. The searching procedure
does not revert to the schedule in the ESL, and no idle time insertion is considered in the
general tabu search. It is observed from Table 4.14–Table 4.16 that MTS performs sig-
nificantly better than general tabu search, especially when the due date setting is loose
(f = 1.6 and f = 2.0). Such an observation indicates the importance of idle time inser-
tion during the searching procedure. The general tabu search without idle time insertion
is unlikely to generate desirable schedules when dealing with JIT-JSP instances.
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Table 4.6: Performance of MTS under different tabu list settings when f = 1.6
Problem Length of tabu list lt
size 8 (n+m)/2 3(n+m)/4
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 32570 6849 26194 6156 17979 3781
ω 45685 38359 26977
15× 15 100374 25002 97854 20014 58149 14600
ω 148380 120092 82888
20× 20 250219 53527 206117 41183 133446 26111
ω 328808 303856 167212
25× 25 486960 66314 405302 44613 268539 32875
ω 635380 475248 320650
30× 30 848008 159252 684280 139684 449811 83577
ω 982269 846980 621188
35× 35 1516476 206623 1021337 185861 755069 114252
ω 1746261 1241918 943677
40× 40 1974223 225318 1426340 193675 1046515 107407
ω 2377782 1784101 1251399
45× 45 2365607 276653 2088278 249525 1389076 147085
ω 2672038 2602520 1662837
50× 50 3887890 350209 2810904 287547 2153100 184793
ω 4455373 3287918 2455777
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a modified tabu search algorithm (MTS) was proposed to improve the
initial schedules generated by the schedule generation procedure. The MTS was com-
posed of four structures: neighborhood structure, memory structure, filter structure and
idle time insertion. Computational results showed that MTS with proper parameter con-
figurations significantly improved the initial schedules. MTS was better in performance
than mathematical programming when the problem size is larger than 8 × 8. Large
searching steps of MTS guaranteed better results, while MTS performed best when the
length of tabu list was set to be 3(m+n)/4. The length of neighbor list was set accord-
ing to the length of tabu list. No distinct difference in schedule quality was observed
when different neighbor list settings were applied. It was also found that the ESL did
not help to produce better searching results, which indicated that the regular search-
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Table 4.7: Performance of MTS under different tabu list settings when f = 2.0
Problem Length of tabu list lt
size 8 (n+m)/2 3(n+m)/4
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 33328 6922 24556 5889 18254 3887
ω 42977 32646 24746
15× 15 97235 24613 83304 18193 55816 13262
ω 127881 127569 85949
20× 20 239292 62454 197773 49027 133445 30562
ω 327035 252833 182597
25× 25 457748 100194 367455 76478 262813 51309
ω 587215 475519 318567
30× 30 790950 179280 614999 155079 464126 101336
ω 906900 787325 622599
35× 35 1438200 126491 1112369 104351 722546 73417
ω 1580838 1280095 856288
40× 40 1882780 311983 1412337 252468 988621 173652
ω 2559068 1748847 1240981
45× 45 2774085 453123 1965134 347451 1457534 256503
ω 3244305 2617694 1949865
50× 50 4013830 564624 2751879 464451 2071443 295707
ω 5206978 3602119 2609556
ing procedure should not be disturbed frequently. Performance comparison between
MTS and general tabu search indicated that idle time insertion significantly affected the
performance of the searching procedure, especially in loose due date settings. The per-
formance of general tabu search without idle time insertion was much worse than MTS
in loose due date settings.
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Table 4.8: Performance of MTS under different neighbor list settings when f = 1.3
Problem Length of neighbor list ln
size 1.0lt 1.5lt 2.0lt
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 18147 3172 18636 4009 17931 3664
ω 23516 23616 22854
15× 15 58630 6677 57798 8645 60824 8613
ω 70500 75483 74450
20× 20 136284 23259 137069 20315 131963 22060
ω 169698 171900 173753
25× 25 267068 48834 273179 36862 263819 39831
ω 372019 344098 323357
30× 30 466969 45412 457638 58144 459778 57968
ω 513456 530915 541346
35× 35 770828 106558 777737 94301 735611 92563
ω 975752 947812 894880
40× 40 1001214 137412 989525 165754 1008741 135918
ω 1210823 1308399 1198149
45× 45 1445298 230958 1452857 206760 1534282 213296
ω 1973547 1879468 2094757
50× 50 2084545 170320 2054658 197500 2034136 182811
ω 2338579 2506756 2439384
Table 4.9: Performance of MTS under different neighbor list settings when f = 1.6
Problem Length of neighbor list ln
size 1.0lt 1.5lt 2.0lt
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 17979 3781 18136 4165 18429 4015
ω 26977 27287 26229
15× 15 58149 14600 58174 14986 59820 11605
ω 82888 84729 81887
20× 20 133446 26111 128938 22739 128578 24794
ω 167212 154895 160599
25× 25 268539 32875 256961 35168 265615 44346
ω 320650 305884 327327
30× 30 449811 83577 457256 93579 433168 88309
ω 621188 664351 665374
35× 35 755069 114252 726992 109374 741004 139189
ω 943677 885399 998130
40× 40 1046515 107407 1068326 134018 1036541 137763
ω 1251399 1246837 1234919
45× 45 1389076 147085 1385349 156123 1376280 137876
ω 1662837 1710420 1525082
50× 50 2153100 184793 2119343 203290 2109375 192324
ω 2455777 2523991 2556958
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Table 4.10: Performance of MTS under different neighbor list settings when f = 2.0
Problem Length of neighbor list ln
size 1.0lt 1.5lt 2.0lt
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 18254 3887 17813 4670 18081 3578
ω 24746 23996 23510
15× 15 55816 13262 56107 14350 56930 15402
ω 85949 86739 90331
20× 20 133445 30562 132241 28383 135389 31211
ω 182597 175818 186387
25× 25 262813 51309 255489 45995 260945 51155
ω 318567 303734 324308
30× 30 464126 101336 459591 107885 465480 96872
ω 622599 619410 608035
35× 35 722546 73417 714577 80413 725682 71268
ω 856288 876272 840975
40× 40 988621 173652 977835 171577 995441 166620
ω 1240981 1267123 1285889
45× 45 1457534 256503 1527179 244484 1404098 263175
ω 1949865 1919252 1881176
50× 50 2071443 295707 2111108 327844 2056665 280818
ω 2609556 2619265 2585902
Table 4.11: Performance of MTS under different ESL settings when f = 1.3
Problem Upper bound of non-improving steps le
size le = 200 le = 2000 le = 20000
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 36199 5953 21215 4969 18147 3172
ω 43779 32324 23516
15× 15 122651 12131 70118 7257 58630 6677
ω 136836 82380 70500
20× 20 267733 43595 168271 26126 136284 23259
ω 342334 204581 169698
25× 25 542385 81217 351541 50647 267068 48834
ω 667464 432761 372019
30× 30 987968 79387 603361 66952 466969 45412
ω 1107231 718439 513456
35× 35 1621438 184781 998014 115018 770828 106558
ω 1981352 1177812 975752
40× 40 1510742 309878 1258379 119091 1001214 137412
ω 2248767 1427292 1210823
45× 45 3059866 411758 1762056 269354 1445298 230958
ω 4013083 2432917 1973547
50× 50 4202974 507725 2564823 321440 2084545 170320
ω 5406877 3169942 2338579
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Table 4.12: Performance of MTS under different ESL settings when f = 1.6
Problem Upper bound of non-improving steps le
size le = 200 le = 2000 le = 20000
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 32930 5464 21606 4048 17979 3781
ω 46551 29457 26977
15× 15 121220 22898 77077 14947 58149 14600
ω 155040 96024 82888
20× 20 255638 46054 163055 30220 133446 26111
ω 335037 212967 167212
25× 25 543253 62983 342276 38035 268539 32875
ω 650370 408385 320650
30× 30 953306 154913 569558 89763 449811 83577
ω 1295024 786932 621188
35× 35 1500671 168865 923967 98695 755069 114252
ω 1886799 1046372 943677
40× 40 1968845 208473 1217284 130400 1046515 107407
ω 2498324 1597087 1251399
45× 45 2884983 417356 1706820 354809 1389076 147085
ω 3412669 2508294 1662837
50× 50 4354033 409655 2838284 399737 2153100 184793
ω 4888007 3603783 2455777
Table 4.13: Performance of MTS under different ESL settings when f = 2.0
Problem Upper bound of non-improving steps le
size le = 200 le = 2000 le = 20000
µ σ µ σ µ σ
10× 10 36671 6095 21783 3740 18254 3887
ω 46674 29419 24746
15× 15 116842 24050 76942 17072 55816 13262
ω 165326 110190 85949
20× 20 269531 64759 166336 30595 133445 30562
ω 404137 219395 182597
25× 25 550796 95715 334498 60369 262813 51309
ω 692451 438402 318567
30× 30 996818 181232 609841 115619 464126 101336
ω 1291726 845210 622599
35× 35 1450126 119611 882656 107732 722546 73417
ω 1645370 1024254 856288
40× 40 2045379 264392 1237675 187013 988621 173652
ω 2464443 1580897 1240981
45× 45 3059903 531898 1865448 320029 1457534 256503
ω 3856327 2233505 1949865
50× 50 4388087 559488 2569875 316562 2071443 295707
ω 5318434 3177587 2609556
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Table 4.14: Comparison between MTS and general tabu search when f = 1.3
Problem size General tabu search MTS
µ σ µ σ
10× 10 19951 3654 18147 3172
ω 25494 23516
15× 15 62768 9188 58630 6677
ω 77621 70500
20× 20 153870 31708 136284 23259
ω 197720 169698
25× 25 307148 52633 267068 48834
ω 381673 372019
30× 30 492659 54757 466969 45412
ω 608974 513456
35× 35 821388 111726 770828 106558
ω 1009592 975752
40× 40 1175128 208736 1001214 137412
ω 1460282 1210823
45× 45 1677537 372213 1445298 230958
ω 2349965 1973547
50× 50 2497140 255343 2084545 170320
ω 2966824 2338579
Table 4.15: Comparison between MTS and general tabu search when f = 1.6
Problem size General tabu search MTS
µ σ µ σ
10× 10 48869 10775 17979 3781
ω 67109 26977
15× 15 209708 46844 58149 14600
ω 278932 82888
20× 20 640255 101499 133446 26111
ω 810133 167212
25× 25 1067700 165724 268539 32875
ω 1405687 320650
30× 30 2009631 317203 449811 83577
ω 2569613 621188
35× 35 3432549 409407 755069 114252
ω 4189909 943677
40× 40 5083432 425302 1046515 107407
ω 5804810 1251399
45× 45 6142949 793272 1389076 147085
ω 7458669 1662837
50× 50 9721296 885520 2153100 184793
ω 11334349 2455777
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Table 4.16: Comparison between MTS and general tabu search when f = 2.0
Problem size General tabu search MTS
µ σ µ σ
10× 10 166908 28698 18254 3887
ω 203088 24746
15× 15 748633 153632 55816 13262
ω 981958 85949
20× 20 2034263 338252 133445 30562
ω 2539963 182597
25× 25 5154146 634324 262813 51309
ω 6206550 318567
30× 30 8975876 1477941 464126 101336
ω 10753035 622599
35× 35 20149326 1727633 722546 73417
ω 23080546 856288
40× 40 30572651 3703716 988621 173652
ω 37676859 1240981
45× 45 47891917 5146264 1457534 256503
ω 55141440 1949865




Dynamic Dispatching Rule Selector
Based on Neural Network
In this chapter, a dispatching rule selector based on neural network is developed to
select a proper dispatching rule from a collection of rules according to different problem
configurations. It is used to improve the procedure of applying all the rules on a specific
problem in the collection and selecting the best one. The dispatching rule selector is
composed of two phases: two most promising dispatching rules are selected from a
collection of dispatching rules in the first phase. The better dispatching rule is then
selected in the second phase. The two-phase dispatching rule selector can be expected
to handle a wider range of problem configurations and to perform better than any single
dispatching rule in the collection.
5.1 Literature Review
One component of the schedule generation procedure described in Chapter 3 is to de-
termine the next operation to be processed on the target machine from a collection of
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eligible operations. Dispatching rules are applied to calculate the priority value of each
operation and the operation with the highest priority value is selected to be processed
on the target machine. Dispatching rules are widely applied in practice because of its
easy implementation and light computational complexity. However, dispatching rules
also have several drawbacks. The decision made by a dispatching rule largely depends
on local information such as the job information in the queue of the free machine, and
thus the schedule quality is not guaranteed. Moreover, the performance of a specific
dispatching rule varies when applied to different JSPs. Among hundreds of available
dispatching rules, there is no single rule that dominates over the others in terms of per-
formance under different situations. It is difficult for a scheduler to select a proper
dispatching rule for a specific JSP [57, 81].
Such drawbacks make a single dispatching rule unsuitable for solving various JIT-
JSP instances. This is mainly due to two reasons: Firstly, the dynamic characteristic of
the target problem makes each instance different from the others in terms of orders, vol-
ume of each order, priority of each order and due date setting of each order, etc. There-
fore a single dispatching rule is unlikely to perform well on all instances. Secondly, the
JIT-JSP has to minimize several costs simultaneously. Currently, no dispatching rule
has been designed for such a problem.
Several general guidelines are proposed in some research works. For example, SPT
performs relatively well when the objective is to minimize the mean flow time, while
EDD performs relatively well when the objective is to minimize the number of tardy
jobs [8]. However, such general guidelines are not accurate enough to select a correct
dispatching rule. Therefore, selecting a suitable dispatching rule dynamically from a
collection of candidates according to the characteristics of the target instances is more
reasonable than keeping to a single dispatching rule.
Instead of selecting a dispatching rule manually, a number of research works apply
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artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to construct a dispatching rule selector, which se-
lects a proper dispatching rule dynamically by analyzing the local or global information.
Applications of AI-based techniques in this area include decision tree [7, 49, 85], fuzzy
logic [12, 77], and neural network [19, 50, 52, 54, 66, 69, 80], etc. Among these tech-
niques, neural network is widely applied because of its success in pattern recognition
and classification problems.
A neural network is a set of collaborating operators called neurons. Each neuron
has one or more adjustable parameters. After proper training, such a network is able to
link the specific input to the desirable output, thus simulating the function of complex
networks [34]. An important part of applying neural networks is the selection of the
network structure and learning algorithm. Once these settings are configured correctly,
the neural network is very robust in mapping different input-output pairs. This makes
neural network an ideal choice in dynamically matching dispatching rules with different
problem settings. The application of neural network on JSP is usually classified into two
approaches:
• Using neural network to solve the JSP directly.
• Using neural network to select a dispatching rule dynamically.
In the first approach, the JSP is mapped to a neural network. For example, [91]
mapped the original JSP to a simple neural network where the number of neurons is
equal to the number of operations in the JSP, and the interconnection grew linearly with
the number of operations. However, the performance of a simple neural network was
not good enough. More sophisticated neural networks such as the Hopfield network
were proposed in representing the JSP [74, 86]. The problem of sophisticated network
representations is that the network size increases nonlinearly with the problem size.
Therefore it is not suitable for solving large-sized problems.
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In the second approach, neural network is used as a dispatching rule selector. In
the general dispatching rule approach, the dispatching rule is fixed. There are prob-
lems when distinct differences exist in the input instances. A single dispatching rule
is unlikely to guarantee satisfactory results in all instances. Therefore, fluctuation in
schedule quality is inevitable according to different types of problems. It would thus
be better to select a proper dispatching rule from a set of candidates. Neural network
can play the role of a selector as it is effective in pattern recognition and problem clas-
sification [85]. During the whole procedure, the neural network selector acts as a black
box. Information on the input instance is fed into this black box and analyzed, and
one dispatching rule with the best fitness from the candidate set is selected as the out-
put. [19, 50, 52, 54, 66, 69, 80] explored the idea of using neural network to select the
best dispatching rule from a collection of rules. All the above research works show the
potential of neural networks as a dispatching rule selector.
[52] proposed three steps to construct a dispatching rule selector based on neural
network: Firstly, the candidate dispatching rules are tested in different problem config-
urations. Secondly, testing results are used to train a neural network to map the most
suitable dispatching rule to each problem configuration. Thirdly, the trained dispatch-
ing rule selector is put into application. The dispatching rule selector in this thesis is
also constructed using the same approach.
[80] proposed a neural network to dynamically select a suitable dispatching rule
from six candidates in a flow shop system. The input layer of the network in [80] had
eight nodes: six dispatching rules, utility level and due date setting. The output was the
relative rank of each dispatching rule. Flowtime, number of tardy jobs and tardy time
were used as objectives respectively. However, there are some problems with such a
network: Firstly, the number of machines in the system was fixed. A change of machine
setting would cause the re-training of the whole neural network, which restricted the
application of the proposed network. Secondly, inclusion of the dispatching rule into
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the input layer of the network increased the complexity of the network unnecessarily.
Instead of using the same dispatching rule for all the machines in the system, sev-
eral research works proposed dynamic selection of dispatching rules when machines
were available. [19] proposed a neural network to select a specific dispatching rule for
each machine in the system, which was claimed to be better than using one common
dispatching rule for all the machines. However, the nodes at both input layer and out-
put layer increased linearly according to the number of machines in such an approach,
which made the neural network more complicated when more machines were available.
[54] proposed a neural network to dynamically select a dispatching rule in a semi-
conductor wafer fabrication system to meet the desired system performance. The dis-
patching rule selector in [54] has a two-phase structure. In the first-phase neural net-
work, the system status was used as the input set, and each instance is classified into
several classes based on its system status. In the second-phase neural network, the per-
formance measure was used as the input set, and each instance in a class of phase 1
is further classified into several subclasses based on its performance measure. The fi-
nal subclasses include instances of the similar system status and performance measure.
Each subclass is matched with a suitable dispatching rule. Such a two-phase structure
was found to be effective for handling complicated input sets.
The limitation of the above mentioned research works is that the proposed dispatch-
ing rule selector is not flexible enough to handle a large variety of JSP instances. For
instance, the number of machines on the shop floor is usually fixed. Once the number
of machines changes, the neural network still has to be retrained to adapt to the new
structure. In this thesis, we propose a dispatching rule selector which is able to handle
a wider range of JSP instances that vary in the number of jobs, machines and due date
settings. The dispatching rule selector proposed in this thesis has a two-phase structure
as mentioned in [54]. More input information can be considered without affecting the
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accuracy of the neural network by dividing the input information into two input sets.
5.2 Dispatching Rule Selector Based on Neural Network
Figure 5.1 shows the distinction between the schedule generation procedure using a
single dispatching rule and a neural network based dispatching rule selector. In the
first approach, a single dispatching rule is applied in the schedule generation procedure
to all types of problem instances. Such an approach can be easily implemented but it
lacks flexibility. It is impossible to choose one dispatching rule which will perform
well on all types of problem instances. In the second approach, the whole procedure
is more complicated by including a selection mechanism. Other than applying a single
dispatching rule to all problem instances, one more step is applied before the schedule
generation procedure. The neural network analyzes information extracted from the in-
put problems and selects the fittest dispatching rule from a collection of rules according
to the extracted information. Such an approach is more flexible than a single dispatch-
ing rule and the selected dispatching rule varies according to the input problems. One
key aspect of such an approach is to establish a relatively accurate mapping between
input information and selected dispatching rule.
5.2.1 Structure of the dispatching rule selector
The dispatching rule selector applied in this thesis has a two-phase structure as illus-
trated in Figure 5.2. The purpose of the dispatching rule selector is to match the JIT-JSP
instances with specific problem configurations and other relevant information to a suit-
able dispatching rule. The matching procedure involves two phases: In the first phase,
the input set includes problem configuration of the input problem. The output sets in-
clude an original set of candidate dispatching rules. The first-phase neural network
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between schedule generation procedures using single dispatch-
ing rule and neural network selector
matches the problem configuration with a subset of dispatching rules in the original
set. In the second phase, the input set includes other relevant information of the in-
put problem. The output set includes the subset of dispatching rules selected from the
first phase. The second-phase network matches other relevant information with one
dispatching rule in the subset. There is one neural network in the first phase, while
the number of neural networks in the second phase is equal to the number of subsets.
For instance, the original set has eight dispatching rules and two dispatching rules are
selected into the subset in the first phase. Then the number of subsets is 28, and there
should thus be 28 neural networks in the second phase. Such a two-phase structure is
effective in handling complicated input information [54].
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Figure 5.2: Two-phase structure of the dispatching rule selector
5.2.2 Input set
The input set is composed of factors which reflect the characteristics of the input JIT-
JSP instances. A large input set is needed in order to handle a wide range of problem
instances. However, the network structure becomes more complicated while the training
procedure becomes less efficient when the size of the input set increases. A trade-off
has to be made between the size of the input set and the network structure complexity.
The factors causing performance fluctuation of different dispatching rules are in-
cluded in the input sets. There are mainly two groups of factors: First, problem config-
uration has a significant effect on the performance of dispatching rules since no single
dispatching rule dominates in all problem configurations. It is desirable to match a
specific problem configuration with one or several suitable dispatching rules. Second,
variations and resource utilizations on the shop floor also affect the performance of
dispatching rules, since the performance of dispatching rules fluctuates even in JSP in-
stances with the same problem configurations. Hence they should be included into the
input set. The above two groups of factors are used as input sets in the two phases
respectively.
Input set of the first-phase neural network includes factors concerning problem
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configurations. Problem configuration in this thesis includes number of jobs, number
of machines and due date setting. Hence three factors are considered in the input set of
the first-phase neural network:
• Number of jobs (n).
• Number of machines (m).
• Due date setting (f ).
Input set of the second-phase neural network includes factors concerning variations
and resource utilization in the JSP instances, which include variation in job load, vari-
ation in machine load and demand/supply ratio. Hence three factors are considered in
the input set of the second-phase neural network:
• Normalized standard deviation of weighted processing time by job (σn). This
























• Normalized standard deviation of weighted processing time by machine (σm).






























The output set of the first-phase neural network is a collection of dispatching rules.
Eight common dispatching rules are considered in this thesis. They are shortest pro-
cessing time first (SPT), earliest due date first (EDD), remaining processing time first
(RPT), minimum critical ratio first (CR), minimum slack per remaining processing time
first (S/RPT), maximum cost over time first (COVERT), maximum apparent tardiness
cost first (ATC) and EXPET. The dispatching rules considered in this thesis are revised
by including WIP holding cost rate (hi,j), earliness rate (ei) and tardiness rate (τi). Ta-
ble 5.1 lists the formulas of all eight dispatching rules. In Table 5.1, i∗ denotes the
last operation of i, (x)+ denotes max(x, 0), W ∗i,j denotes the estimated waiting time
of job i on machine j. W ∗i,j is calculated by the average waiting time of jobs already
processed on machine j [68]. k1, k2 denote the look ahead parameters in COVERT and
ATC respectively. k1 is set to be 1 [68] and k2 is set to be 3 [83].
The output set of the second-phase neural network is the subset of the eight dis-
patching rules in the first phase. In this thesis, the size of the subset is set to be 2,
which means that the top two rules for a specific problem configuration are selected as
the output set of the second-phase neural network. There are altogether 28 subsets and
each subset corresponds to a neural network in the second phase. Hence, there are 28
neural networks in the second phase.
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5.2.4 Training procedure of the dispatching rule selector
Figure 5.3 illustrates a detailed structure of the dispatching rule selector. All the neural
networks take the form of backpropagation because of its strength in non-linear func-
tion approximation [34]. Hence each neural network has a three-layer structure. For the
first-phase neural network, the input layer has three nodes, which correspond to n, m, f
respectively. The output layer has eight nodes, which correspond to the eight dispatch-
ing rules in Table 5.1. The number of nodes in the hidden layer is set to be 5, while the
learning rate is set to be 0.05 and the number of training steps is set to be 50000 steps.
Such a parameter combination has been found to perform best among several parameter
combinations in the first-phase neural network. For each second-phase neural network,
the input layer has three nodes, which correspond to σn, σm, r respectively. The output
layer has two nodes, which correspond to the two dispatching rules. The number of
nodes in the hidden layer is set to be 5, while the learning rate is set to be 0.1 and the
number of training steps is set to be 20000 steps. Such a parameter combination has also
been found to perform best among several parameter combinations in the second-phase
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Figure 5.3: Selection procedure of the dispatching rule selector
neural networks.
For each neural network in the dispatching rule selector, 1000 JIT-JSP instances are
randomly generated as training data. The number of jobs n ranges from 10 to 50, the
number of machines m ranges from 10 to 50, and due date setting factor f has three
values: 1.3, 1.6 and 2.0. The training data for each neural network is independently
generated.
5.2.5 Selection procedure of the dispatching rule selector
Figure 5.3 also illustrates a detailed selection procedure of the two-phase dispatching
rule. Three factors n, m, f are extracted from the input problem and fed into the first-
phase neural network of the trained dispatching rule selector. The top two dispatching
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rules are selected by the first-phase neural network. One of the 28 neural networks in
the second phase with the matching output set is selected as the second-phase neural
network. Three factors σn, σm, r are extracted from the input problem and fed into the
second-phase neural network. The output of the second-phase neural network is the
rule with a higher rank between the remaining two rules. The selected dispatching rule
is then applied in the schedule generation procedure to generate a feasible schedule for
the specific input problem.
5.3 Computational Results
The same set of JIT-JSP instances which were used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are used
to test the performance of the dispatching rule selector under different problem configu-
rations. 9 problem sizes are considered which range from 10×10 to 50×50. Three due
date settings are considered: 1.3 , 1.6 and 2.0. For each problem configuration, there are
10 random instances. The schedule generation procedure applied here is Nondelay-SR.
A performance comparison between the dispatching rule selector and eight individual
dispatching rules for various problem configurations is shown in Tables 5.2 to 5.4.
It is observed from Tables 5.2 to 5.4 that the performance of single dispatching
rule fluctuates greatly when dealing with JIT-JSP instances with different problem con-
figurations. A dispatching rule with good performance in one problem configuration
may perform poorly in another problem configuration. For instance, among the eight
dispatching rules, COVERT performs best in n = 25,m = 25, f = 1.3 but worst in
n = 20,m = 20, f = 1.3. SPT performs best in n = 35,m = 35, f = 1.6 but worst in
n = 15,m = 15, f = 1.6. ATC performs best in n = 15,m = 15, f = 2.0 but worst in
n = 50,m = 50, f = 2.0. Such an observation indicates that no single dispatching rule
dominates over the other rules in all problem configurations.
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Another observation from Tables 5.2 to 5.4 is that the dispatching rule selector
shows its superior performance over all eight single dispatching rules by obtaining
lower average value, standard deviation and worst case value of the schedule costs
in all problem configurations compared to any single dispatching rule. Such an ob-
servation indicates that the dispatching rule selector is effective in selecting the proper
dispatching rule according to the specific problem configuration. It is thus possible to
conclude that the performance of the dispatching rule selector is generally superior to


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dispatching rule is a convenient approach applied in schedule generation procedures
to generate a feasible schedule for the job shop problem. However, one problem with
such an approach is that no single dispatching rule exists that dominates over the other
dispatching rules and guarantees satisfactory results for all shop floor configurations.
One solution is to select the best dispatching rule dynamically from a collection of
dispatching rules according to different shop floor configurations.
In this chapter, we proposed a two-phase dispatching rule selector based on neural
network. The selection procedure of the dispatching rule selector can be divided into
two phases: in the first phase, the top two dispatching rules are selected. In the second
phase, the better dispatching rule of the remaining two rules is selected. The dispatch-
ing rule selector handles JIT-JSP instances with various number of machines, number
of jobs and due date settings. Computational results show that the two-phase dispatch-
ing rule selector is superior to any individual dispatching rule tested in this thesis by
selecting a proper dispatching rule according to the specific problem configuration.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Research
6.1 Conclusion
The success of a manufacturing company in the intense global competition can mainly
be attributed to three factors: high product quality, efficient cost control and quick re-
action to the market demand. In complex production systems, how to make reasonable
production plans to meet the fluctuating demand with the lowest operational cost is one
of the key factors for the healthy growth of a manufacturing company. Our research
is motivated by a scenario in a small or medium-sized manufacturing company. This
company receives daily orders from various customers with customized order volume,
processing specification and due date. When the company resources to process these
orders are limited, it is important to have a reasonable schedule to determine the pro-
cessing sequence of all orders received. The objective of the schedule is to make sure
that all orders are finished on time while the relevant costs are kept as low as possible.
The just-in-time (JIT) philosophy in inventory systems can be applied here, which is
rephrased as processing the right order with the right resource at the right time. Penal-
ties are incurred when an order cannot be finished exactly on the due date. Penalties
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of early completion include one or more of the following costs: holding cost of fin-
ished products as inventory, deterioration of perishable products, opportunity cost, etc.
Penalties of late completion include backlog cost, loss of sales, impairment of goodwill
from customers, etc. Moreover, inventory during the processing procedure should also
be kept low. Work in process (WIP) holding cost occurs when unfinished products and
raw materials needed are idle during the processing procedure.
In this thesis, the above scenario was modelled as a job shop problem with non-
regular objective (JIT-JSP). The objective of JIT-JSP is to minimize the relevant costs
during the processing procedure. Three costs are considered in our research: WIP hold-
ing, earliness and tardiness costs. Each order is regarded as a job and each resource is
regarded as a machine. Each job has to be processed on one or more machines. The
processing sequence of a specific job on the machines is defined by its customer. The
deadline of each resource is regarded as the due date of that job. WIP holding cost and
earliness cost are known as non-regular measures, which make it difficult to generate
a good schedule to minimize all the costs. The JIT-JSP is NP-hard, and various ap-
proaches were proposed to generate a good schedule for the JIT-JSP within reasonable
computing time.
Three basic schedule generation procedures to generate feasible schedules for JIT-
JSP are: Semi, Active and Nondelay. Computational results show that three basic sched-
ule generation procedures do not perform well with JIT-JSP. One reason is that these
procedures do not consider idle time insertion during the scheduling procedure. All op-
erations are scheduled as soon as possible once the processing sequence is determined.
However, idle time insertion is necessary for JIT-JSP because of its non-regular objec-
tive. In particular, it is desirable to insert idle time to prevent some jobs from completing
earlier than its due date. As such, idle time insertion is included into the basic schedule
generation procedures in a two-step approach: Firstly, a processing sequence is gener-
ated by any of the three basic schedule generation procedures. Secondly, the optimal
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idle time insertion is calculated by solving a linear programming problem involving the
fixed processing sequence. Computational results show that idle time insertion signifi-
cantly reduces the schedule cost of JIT-JSP especially in loose due date settings. Other
than generating a feasible schedule based on a fixed processing order, two iterative
schedule generation procedures are proposed in the thesis to further improve the sched-
ule quality, which are pairwise exchange and sequence regeneration. Computational
results show that the iterative schedule generation procedures effectively improve the
schedule quality compared to schedule generation procedures based on fixed processing
sequence.
A modified tabu search algorithm (MTS) with newly designed neighborhood struc-
ture, memory structure, filter structure and idle time insertion was proposed to im-
prove the initial schedule of JIT-JSP generated by a schedule generation procedure.
The neighborhood structure includes two types of moves: forward move and backward
move. New schedules are generated by moving an operation before its predecessor or
behind its successor. Two types of memory structures are constructed, and they are
short-term memory and long-term memory. The short-term memory takes the form of
a tabu list. Two types of tabu lists are proposed to prevent solution cycling, and they
are forward tabu list and backward tabu list. Forward moves and backward moves are
separately stored in the forward list and the backward list respectively. The long-term
memory takes the form of an excellent schedule list, which keeps track of excellent
schedules visited before. The filter structure is composed of two types of checks: feasi-
bility check and lower bound check. Feasibility check eliminates moves that could lead
to infeasible schedules. Lower bound check eliminates moves that are unlikely to lead
to good schedules. Idle time insertion is included in the searching rule to handle the
non-regular measure of JIT-JSP. Computational results show that the MTS improves
the initial schedules generated by a schedule generation procedure significantly. The
MTS is better in performance than mathematical programming when the problem size
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is larger than 8 × 8. It is found that the MTS performs best when the length of tabu
list is set as 3(m + n)/4, and the length of the neighbor list does not affect the perfor-
mance of the MTS significantly. It is also found that the ESL does not help to produce
better searching results, which indicates that the regular searching procedure should not
be interrupted frequently. A comparison between the searching procedures with and
without idle time insertion shows that the searching procedure with idle time insertion
significantly improves the schedule quality.
A dispatching rule selector based on neural network has been proposed and de-
veloped in order to solve the problem of performance fluctuation caused by different
dispatching rules. The proposed dispatching rule selector chooses the proper dispatch-
ing rule from a collection of rules according to the specific instance information. The
structure of the dispatching rule selector is composed of two phases: two most promis-
ing dispatching rules are selected from the candidate set in the first phase, and the
better dispatching rule is then selected in the second phase. The input set of the first-
phase neural network includes the number of machines, number of jobs and the due
date setting. The input set of the second-phase neural network includes normalized
standard deviation of weighted processing time by job, normalized standard deviation
of weighted processing time by machine and job/machine ratio. The output set is the
collection of candidate dispatching rules. Eight commonly used dispatching rules are
considered. Computational results show that the two-phase dispatching rule selector is
superior to any single dispatching rule in the collection when handling different prob-
lem configurations.
6.2 Future Research
In this thesis, we considered JIT-JSP and various approaches were proposed to generate
or improve a feasible schedule. It is possible to continue future research from two di-
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rections: the first direction is to improve the current algorithms for better performance,
while the second direction is to extend the current problem to broader contexts.
6.2.1 Improvement of the current algorithms
Future improvements can be made in the current algorithms proposed in this thesis to
achieve better performance. For example, one problem of the two-phase neural network
proposed in this paper is that the number of second-phase neural networks increases
significantly when more promising dispatching rules are selected in the first phase. How
to avoid such an increase can be one of future research topics.
As for the MTS, improvements can be made in several ways: Firstly, machine in-
dependent setup time has been assumed and included in the processing time of each
operation to simplify the JIT-JSP model. However, in many practical applications, the
setup time of an operation is machine dependent and the JIT-JSP model can be modi-
fied to reflect this. Secondly, the neighborhoods used in this thesis were generated by
moving an operation before its predecessor or after its successor. More complicated
neighborhood structures such as the 3-opt can be applied to explore the solution space
further. Thirdly, the MTS method can be adapted to solve other types of problems.
6.2.2 Extension of the current problem
Future research efforts can be focused on solving the following extensions of the current
problem:
Firstly, the current problem has several assumptions. For example, the job shop
is static and deterministic; a job enters each machine once and only once; unlimited
buffers are available between the machines, etc. All the above assumptions help to
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simplify the problem, but this is not always the case in actual practice. Thus future
research can deal with problems that relax such assumptions. For example, the number
of jobs and even the number of machines can be varied in a dynamic job shop problem,
while the processing time of each operation is a random variable in a stochastic job shop
problem. Also, the problem can allow for the recirculation of a job, or limited buffer
between the machines can be considered.
Secondly, the current problem is modelled as a job shop problem, which is focused
on the shop floor control in a manufacturing system. Here, the number of orders from
the customers is fixed, and all the orders arrive at the same time and are processed
in a whole batch. However, the demand of the customers usually fluctuates. Hence,
forecasting models can be developed to predict the orders from the different customers.
Similar orders can be merged or divided into different lots before processing. The
forecasting model and the lot sizing problem can thus be integrated with the job shop
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